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1.0

ANNUAL REPORT

1.1

Member Practices Introduction

The 36 member practices of NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
believe that, as a collective, we have had a successful year in this, the first year of
clinically led commissioning. The membership and Governing Body recognise that
we still have room for improvement however there are a number of significant
achievements which we, as members, believe we can be proud of.
West Cheshire covers a population of 260,000 people. Our local population live
across urban centres and rural villages with a wide range of demographic variation,
including areas of affluence and of significant deprivation. West Cheshire has, in
general, a slightly older population than the national average; the main burdens of ill
health are mental health, heart disease and stroke, diabetes, cancer and respiratory
disease
Building on pre-existing, and historically successful, Practice Based Commissioning
structures, the Clinical Commissioning Group is organised into three localities: Rural,
Ellesmere Port & Neston and Chester City. The member practices from these three
localities have been able to respond to the specific needs of their local communities
and have led key programmes of service redesign.
Key achievements include:
•

The Clinical Commissioning Group was authorised with no conditions in the
first wave of authorisation, one of only 8 in the country who achieved this.
Clinical Commissioning Groups are complex membership bodies and being
able to provide assurance that we have established a safe and well run
organisation so early in the Clinical Commissioning Group’s development was
a huge achievement. This was highlighted when our Clinical Commissioning
Group was shortlisted by the HSJ for “Clinical Commissioning Group of the
Year” award.

•

We have significantly changed some local services in response to our
member’s priorities:
o Our Rural locality has introduced a community ultrasound service to
provide local access to simple diagnostics for our towns and villages
furthest away from our local hospital. Malpas, one of our rural villages,
is building itself as a “Dementia Friendly Community”. This work has
been led by the local practice and has been warmly praised by
Professor Alistair Burns, National Clinical Lead for Dementia
o All the practices in our City locality are working together to focus on
improving services for our patients, this will include self-care and social
prescribing (i.e. a greater use of and signposting to third sector
services). In addition they are developing community diabetic services
for housebound patients as part of their focus on chronic disease
management, with the aim to roll this out to all chronic disease areas.
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o Our Ellesmere Port and Neston locality has hosted one of our first
integrated health and social care teams, built round a hub of 8
practices. These teams include practice staff, community care and
social care professionals working together as one team.
We have a team of clinical leads who oversee the development of services in a
range of areas including episodic care, heart disease, integrated care, dementia,
alcohol, prescribing, primary care nursing, education, long term conditions,
information technology, obesity, children, ageing well - urgent care, primary care
mental health, end of life, ophthalmology, cancer, maternity, diabetes and NHS 111.
Dr Claire Baker, GP and Clinical Lead for integrated care said "Being a clinical lead
has enabled me to develop authentic relationships between all organisations across
the system. I hope this will enable the whole system change that is needed to better
help the patients that I see every day. "
Dr Catherine Wall, GP and Clinical Lead for diabetes said "Diabetes continues to be
an area of rapid clinical development so we keep our clinicians informed with regular
educational meetings. We have also commissioned a new educational resource for
patients with impaired glucose tolerance (pre-diabetes) to try and educate them on
the lifestyle changes necessary to prevent the progression to diabetes."
Dr John Wearne, GP & Clinical Lead for ophthalmology said "I have been helping to
develop an intermediate ophthalmology service. This will enable patients to receive
care within their locality reducing the necessity to attend a hospital outpatient
department."
Dr Sue O'Dell, GP & Clinical Lead for children said "During the past year it has been
rewarding to oversee children's health commissioning, and we have enjoyed
successes with the setting up of the Ambulatory Care Service for children and a
community based Continence Service."
During development sessions between Clinical Commissioning Group staff and
commissioning leads from practices we undertook an informal review of our
membership representation and commissioning arrangements in September 2013.
As a result we identified the opportunity to change how the Membership Council
meeting is organised. Now, instead of having a traditional executive meeting agenda,
or workshop we hold “select committee” style hearings where members are able to
investigate and question current service re-design projects. The first of these
meetings was held in February 2014 when mental health services were reviewed.
The Membership Council suggested developments in access, child and adolescent
mental health services, communication, urgent care and support and self-care.
Despite these successes we have identified areas where the Clinical Commissioning
Group, supported by its membership, needs to develop. We have 52 GPs who are
active leads in commissioning. This is a reasonable number, however we need to
reach out more effectively to all 284 local GPs. Work has started to better engage
our practice nurse leaders and a clinical lead for primary care nursing was recruited
in February 2014 who will develop this part of our membership.
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For 2014/15 we want our Clinical Commissioning Group to remain a safe and
effective organisation, with strong governance arrangements and we need to work
harder to make our decision making processes quicker and more transparent – both
to our membership and to the wider public.
Our Clinical Commissioning Group is participating in a national pioneer site for
integrated care which we call Connecting Care in Cheshire, we are also part of a
community budgeting pilot with Cheshire West and Chester and other public sector
bodies called Altogether Better Cheshire. These wider strategic programmes have
allowed us to work closely with neighbouring Clinical Commissioning Groups and the
wider public sector to start piloting new ways of working and overcoming
organisational barriers.
Within West Cheshire we are working with partner NHS organisations to develop the
"West Cheshire Way” a single approach to transforming health and care services
into a more patient centred, holistic and sustainable model of commissioning and
provision. Through these three programmes we look forward to delivering our five
year strategy and continuing to ensure that the people of West Cheshire get the
health care they need.
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1.2

Strategic Report

1.2.1 Introduction
West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group was authorised with no conditions
during 2013 and become a licensed as a statutory body on 1st April 2013. The group
serves a population of 260,000 residents and 36 practices. It is part of Cheshire
West and Chester Health and Wellbeing Board, along with NHS Vale Royal our
neighbouring Clinical Commissioning Group. The Clinical Commissioning Group’s
offices are based in the 1829 Building, on the Countess of Chester Health Park.
West Cheshire has a population of around 260,000 people. In general, the area has
an older age profile when compared nationally. Nearly 18% of the population are
over 65 years compared to 16% nationally. The rural locality has the highest
proportion of over 65s (20%) followed by Ellesmere Port (18%). Over the next five
years there will be a 19% increase in the over 85’s.
Demand for services is changing due to our local demographic changes, changing
lifestyle behaviours, the changing expectations of the public and with new treatments
and drugs. It is estimated that 12% of people aged over 65 have 3 or more long-term
conditions; the number of people with more than one long-term condition will
therefore increase as the population ages.
Our Joint Strategic Needs Assessment tells us that the biggest burdens of ill health
for the people of West Cheshire are: mental health, heart disease and stroke,
diabetes, cancer and respiratory disease.
The key risk factors for ill health within our area are: smoking, raised blood pressure,
drinking alcohol harmfully and being overweight. We know that overall our levels of
mortality are decreasing, but that inequalities are becoming more embedded as the
decrease is slower in areas of deprivation.
West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group covers an area of significant variation
in relation to deprivation. Life expectancy is 10 years lower for men and 7.7 years
lower for women in the most deprived areas of Cheshire West and Chester than in
the least deprived
From our engagement with the local population we also know that we have levels of
‘hidden’ health inequalities relating to our rural population and the gypsy and traveller
community locally. Even economically less deprived people in our rural areas can
face barriers to accessing services due to poor transport links and this has
measurable impacts on their health outcomes.
Using our £300m commissioning budget we are responsible for commissioning
secondary, community and mental health services for our local population. We work
closely with NHS England in their direct commissioning role to ensure that the
commissioning of primary and specialist care is in alignment with our strategic plan.
The diagram presented here helps describe key facts and figures relating to our
organisation
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
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At the end of the financial year the composition (male/female ratio) of the
Membership, Governing Body and employees are as follows:

Composition of GP members
11

Male
Female

25

Composition of Governing Body Members
Male

8
9

Female

Composition of Employees
(excluding Governing Body members)

4
32

Male
Female

1.2.3 Sustainability Report
Sustainability has become increasingly important as the impact of people’s lifestyles
and business choices are changing the world in which we live. We acknowledge this
responsibility to our patients, local communities and the environment by working
hard to minimise our footprint.
In order to embed sustainability within our business it is important to explain where in
our process and procedures sustainability features.
Area
Travel
Procurement (environmental)
Procurement (social impact)
Supplier’s impact
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One of the ways in which an organisation can embed sustainability is through the
use of a Sustainable Development Management Plan (SDMP). We will be putting
together an SDMP in the near future for consideration by the Governing Body.
As an organisation that acknowledges its responsibility towards creating a
sustainable future, we help achieve that goal by running awareness campaigns that
promote the benefits of sustainability to our staff.
Climate change brings new challenges to our business both in direct effects to the
healthcare estates, but also to patient health. Examples of recent years include the
effects of heat waves, extreme temperatures and prolonged periods of cold, floods,
droughts etc. The organisation has identified the need for the development of a
board approved plan for future climate change risks affecting our area.
1.2.4 Equality Report
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group approved an Equality Objective
plan in October 2013 in line with their specific duties and requirements under the
Equality Act 2010. An Equality Delivery System Self-Assessment was completed
between July and October 2013 and supported the development of the Objectives.
The Clinical Commissioning Group were self-assessed as ‘Developing’, reflecting
their status as a new commissioning organisation.
The Equality Objective plan lays out clear work streams that will support the
organisation to meet and pay due regard across its key functions to meet their
exacting Public Sector Equality Duty to:
•
•
•

Eliminated discrimination
Advance Equality of opportunity
Foster good community relations

The Equality Objectives are:
1. To enable the Clinical Commissioning Group to make fair and transparent
commissioning decision
2. To improve access and outcomes across communities and patients who
share protected characteristics
3. Improve the equality performance of their key providers
4. Support an engaged workforce
An Equality and Diversity policy and other relevant policies have been approved at
the Cheshire and Merseyside Clinical Commissioning Group and Commissioning
Support Unit Partnership Forum in December 2013
The Clinical Commissioning Group undertook a Diversity survey in conjunction with
NHS England in July 2013
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1.2.5 Review of Clinical Commissioning Group’s Business 2013/14
Introduction
Clinical commissioning groups have a duty to operate within their available
allocation; referred to as operational financial balance. In addition, each group
agrees a financial control total with NHS England. As at 31 March 2014, NHS West
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group has delivered its financial duties including a
financial surplus of £4.625 million. This represents 1.5% of our total allocation and
will be returned to us in April 2014.
During 2013/14 we received a financial allocation of £308 million which equates to
approximately £1,200 per head of population. The majority of this allocation has
been spent on healthcare, or programme expenditure, with an additional allowance
for running costs, or administration. The areas in which this money has been spent
can be analysed as follows:

In excess of half of expenditure is on hospital based healthcare. The proportion of
spend in this area could be expected to reduce during the next 5 years as more
patients are treated closer to their homes.
Also, during the financial year, we were mandated to protect a significant amount
funding for non-recurrent, or one-off, investment. Following discussion at the
membership council a significant amount of this funding has been used to support
transformation across primary and secondary care settings. Approximately £2 million
of this funding was used to support the delivery of financial duties.
Our aim is “Making sure you get the healthcare you need”, reflecting our need to
secure the provision of high quality, high value healthcare which meets the needs of
our local population.
Our corporate objectives are:
• To place patients at the centre of our commissioning decisions
• To use the knowledge and experience of clinicians and managers to improve
care
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• To work effectively with our members
• To ensure financial sustainability for the health economy
• To commission safe, effective care the continues to improve the patient
experience
• To lead the development of a shared vision for the health and social care
economy
In line with our corporate objectives the clinical commissioning group has made the
following progress during 2013/14.
To place patients at the centre of our commissioning decisions
The Clinical Commissioning Group has taken the decision not limit our approach to
an isolated strategy for communications and engagement but rather to incorporate
patient experience, engagement and communications into core commissioning
activities. As a result the Clinical Commissioning Group has developed a single
repository for patient information so that themes and trends can be collated and
analysed. This insight and intelligence is critical to inform commissioning and
contracting decisions.
The subsequent Insight and Intelligence Report highlights the patient experience
intelligence gathered from a diverse range of patient and public engagement
activities undertaken throughout the year including the following sources:
•

Local NHS Providers: Patient feedback from providers who have direct
contact with patients is crucial to the commissioning process. The database
contains results from both local and national patient satisfaction surveys and
focus groups. Also Board level Quality Improvement Reports from local
providers are included in this analysis.

•

Local GP Practices: All GP Practices are asked, via their Patient Participation
Groups (PPGs) to feedback any burning issues, ideas, themes or concerns
that they feel are important to them in terms of their patient journey throughout
the local NHS. Results from the National GP patient satisfaction survey were
also included.

•

Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS), Complaints and Incidents:
Complaints and PALS information can provide a valuable insight into how
patients experience local services. The database includes the themes from
complaints and compliments. Incidents give powerful lessons for improving
local services, and these are integrated into the analysis.

•

Public Events and Road shows: Feedback from the public who attend public
engagement events provide the Clinical Commissioning Group with valuable
data on patient experience. This included for example participation in the
Chester Pride event where Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay and Transsexuals (LBGT)
shared their experiences of local NHS services.
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•

Patient Stories: Regular feedback from patients is vital to service redesign
and development. For example, a review of local maternity services s resulted
in much proactive engagement of new parents during 2013.

•

Focus Groups: During the past year focus groups have been undertaken with
patients with diabetes, new parents, chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder
(COPD), cancer, as well as seldom heard groups such as travellers.

•

Patient Websites: During the past year, the Clinical Commissioning Group
utilised the feedback posted on the NHS Choices website and Patient Opinion
websites and integrated them into insight and intelligence database.

To use the knowledge and experience of clinicians and managers to improve
care
•

The Clinical Commissioning Group has recruited over 50 GPs from our
membership to directly lead aspects of commissioning. This work includes,
leading specific redesign programmes, acting as a commissioning lead for
their own practice on our membership council, or advising of specific technical
pieces of work (e.g. integrated IT). Each clinical programme lead is buddied
with a manager to provide support – creating our distinctive “double helix
structure” which harnesses the best of both clinical and managerial
leadership.

•

Clinical leads are also supported by a monthly Clinical Leads meeting where
they are able to share learning and access peer support.

•

Our practice commissioning leads meet monthly in each of their locality
network meetings, (City. Ellesmere Port and Neston and Rural), these
meetings are supported by a designated Locality Support Manager who
ensure the meetings work effectively, as well as acting as an important
conduit between the membership and the organisation.

•

As a small, membership based organisation we have made a conscious
commitment to value and support our staff. This work is led by a staff
development group, attendance at which is open to all members of staff and
has practice manager representation. This group sets the agenda for our
organisational development plan and has planned our quarterly whole team
events. These events have included input to our strategy and reflection on
how we want to develop as an organisation as well as external speakers.

•

We have carried out an annual staff survey, the results of which have been
considered at the whole team events and which have informed our
organisational development priorities.

To work effectively with our members
•

A key aspect of our organisational development is how we can work
effectively as a membership organisation. This is a new organisational form
for most people within the NHS and we have sought to learn from other
membership organisations such as cooperatives and the John Lewis
Partnership
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To ensure financial sustainability for the health economy
•

Under the “West Cheshire Way” we have initiated discussions with our main
NHS providers, along with Cheshire West and Chester Council to share and
agree our long term financial planning assumptions. This has informed the
development of our draft five year strategic plan: “Setting out on the West
Cheshire Way”

To commission safe, effective care the continues to improve the patient
experience
We have achieved the following successes under each of our programmes during
2013/14
Starting Well
a) Completion of phase 2 of Paediatric Hospital@Home providing assessment of
children and young people by Advanced Paediatric Nurse Practitioners at the
front of Accident & Emergency to prevent admission
b) Implementation of the paediatric community continence service, enabling
patients to be transferred out of the acute setting
c) Establishment of an Integrated Early Support service for families with complex
needs across health and social care enabling greater integration between
organisations, to ensure families have a single case manager, reducing
duplication and reducing risk
Early identification and prevention
a) Collaboration with the local authority on the development of a single
“Integrated Wellness Service” based on a health trainer model that will offer a
single front door for lifestyle and prevention services.
b) Development of a framework for risk stratification to support the identification
of patients most at risk of admission to hospital
Supported self-care
a) Expansion of the provision of community equipment to include out of hours
provision to support patients to be discharged across seven days.
b) A public event on self-care to raise awareness of the support available in the
local community including voluntary agencies
c) Development and implementation, with the local authority, of the Carers action
plan including provision of health awareness events and enhancing the role of
primary care
Developing primary care
a) Development of a primary care Information, Communication and Technology
strategy
b) Listening visits held with all 37 GP practices to understand their feedback as
members of the Clinical Commissioning Group.
c) Practices have worked collaboratively to assess access to their own services
and develop action plans that have been shared with patient participation
groups prior to implementation.
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
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Improving care pathways
a) Establishment of phase 1 of the community urology service, enabling patients
to be seen outside of the acute hospital.
b) Cardiology – successful establishment of a one stop shop reducing the need
for multiple attendances at the acute trust
c) successful cancer summit held in conjunction with NHS Wirral Clinical
Commissioning Group to review local practice and share learning,
d) An innovative service developed in conjunction with the third sector to provide
a holistic admission prevention service to patients with multiple sclerosis and
other long term neurological conditions
e) Establishment of a community ultrasound service in the rural locality reducing
the need for patients to travel, sometimes considerable distance, to the acute
trust.
Mental health
a) The Integrated Provider Hub pilot has been running for six months and has
identified a number of cost avoidance schemes and efficiencies
Ageing well
a) Three Integrated Teams are now operational (Princeway Team; Ellesmere
Port North Team; and Ellesmere Port South team). Whilst still at an early
stage, the teams are working with the Countess of Chester Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust to support discharge from hospital back to the care of the
team.
b) A falls pathway has been developed and clinical engagement with primary
care is now being undertaken via the locality network meetings. A patient falls
leaflet has been produced and will be used to support the self-care agenda on
falls.
c) Implementation of a jointly commissioned care home contract with the Local
Authority and Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group, with 95% of care
homes having signed up to the specification and contractual arrangements.
Alongside contract management, a quality assurance group has also been
established including representation from health, continuing healthcare,
police, Care Quality Commission, public health and the commissioning
support unit. This is being recognised regionally as good practice.
d) The Early Supported Discharge Team has continued to evolve to provide
additional support to patients who are discharged from the Countess of
Chester Hospital. This multi-disciplinary approach to managing patient
discharge has enabled over 100 patients to be managed at home.
To lead the development of a shared vision for the health and social care
economy
Along with Countess of Chester NHS Foundation Trust, Cheshire and Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Cheshire West and Chester Council, and our
members we have developed and agreed “The West Cheshire Way”. This sets out
our shared vision for future health and care services that:
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•
•
•
•

improve people’s ability to self-care
support people in the community
work across boundaries
and improve the management of complex and long term conditions.

1.2.6 Future development
Our Strategic Plan for 2014/15 – 2018/19 sets out our first steps in how we intend to
achieve this ambition. We have set ourselves the following objectives, aligned to the
5 Domains of Clinical Commissioning Group outcomes that NHS England has set
out:
NHS England Outcome Domains
Prevent people from dying
prematurely
- Securing additional years of life for the
people of England with treatable mental
and physical health conditions
Patients in our care are kept safe and
protected from all avoidable harm
- Making significant progress towards
eliminating avoidable deaths in our
hospitals caused by problems in care
People with long-term conditions get
the best possible quality of life
- Improving the health related quality of
life of the 15 million+ people with one or
more long-term condition, including
mental health conditions
Patients are able to recover quickly
and successfully
- Reducing the amount of time people
spend avoidably in hospital through
better and more integrated care in the
community, outside of hospital
- Increasing the proportion of older
people living independently at home
following discharge from hospital
Patients have a great experience of
all their care
- Increasing the number of people with
mental and physical health conditions
having a positive experience of hospital
care.
- Increasing the number of people with
mental and physical health conditions
having a positive experience of care
outside hospital, in general practice and
in the community
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Safer services

Increasing patient empowerment and
self-care
Increase provision of care closer to
home

Reduced avoidable admissions and
readmissions to hospital
Integrated care (through case
management, care planning and risk
stratification)
Improved Continuity of care
Improved patient experience
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Articulating our strategic aspirations in this way has allowed us to align our
programmes for next year against each of these deliverables – recognising where
we need robust governance to enable more than one programme to work together to
deliver a single deliverable.
Our programmes for 2014/15 will be:
•
•
•
•
•

Starting well
Ageing well
Being Well
Primary care
Mental health and learning disabilities

All of our resources will be aligned to this programme and outcome structure,
including our staff and our investment.
1.2.7 Financial planning
To support the delivery of the “West Cheshire Way” a long term financial strategy
has been agreed with local health partners to underpin this vision and mitigate the
financial impact of the critical challenges facing us; changing demographics and an
ageing population. Based on national planning guidance and local planning
assumptions the next 5 years will be extremely challenging with approximately £20
million of efficiencies required each year.
As a statutory organisation, in addition to the agreed financial duties, we will have
the following financial priorities for the next 5 years:
• Delivery of at least a 1% year-end surplus each year.
• To set aside significant amounts of recurrent resource for non-recurrent or one-off
use to support transformation of the local health and care economy (2.5%
2014/15, 1% from 2015/16).
• To reduce running costs in line with national expectations.
• To utilise the Better Care Fund to enable integration of health and care services
and improve outcomes for patients.
• To work with local partners to ensure financial stability of local health and care
economy.
Running costs
During the financial year we received a running cost allowance of £6.070 million,
equivalent to £25 per head of registered population. With the exception of £174,000,
this allowance was used in full; on the following areas:
Description
£m
CCG staff costs (including governing body costs)
2.28
Commissioning support SLA
1.97
Clinical leadership
0.80
Non-pay costs
0.85
Underspend against RCA
0.17
Total
6.07
Our running cost allowance for the new financial year will be broadly the same but
will be expected to reduce by 10% in financial year 2015/16.
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Financial performance targets
Our constitution describes our financial duties as follows; the group will perform its
functions so as to ensure that:
• Its expenditure does not exceed the aggregate of its allotments for the financial
year,
• Its use of resources (both its capital resource use and revenue resource use)
does not exceed the amount specified NHS England for the financial year,
• It takes account of any directions issues by NHS England, in respect of specified
types of resource use in a financial year, and
• The group does not exceed an amount specified by NHS England.
Note 2 to our accounts reports performance against these financial duties.
During the financial year we have been reporting performance against the following 6
financial measures:
Financial performance
No.
1
2
3
4
9
10

Individual indicator RAG rating

Primary /
Supporting
Indicator
Indicator
Primary
Underlying recurrent surplus
Surplus - year to date performance Primary
Primary
Surplus - full year forecast
Supporting
Management of 2% funds
Primary
Running costs

Clear identification of risks against
financial delivery and mitigations

Primary

Green
>=2%
>=1%
>=1%
Yes
<=RCA
Met in full

Amber/Green Amber/Red
1% - 1.99%
>=0.8%
>=0.8%

0% - 0.99%
>=0.5%
>=0.5%

Partially met - partially met limited risk material risk

red
<0%
<0.1%
<0.1%
No
>RCA
Not met

In summary, we have achieved our financial duties despite continued growth in
spend against secondary and continuing healthcare contracts. The 2013/14 financial
plan set aside a significant contingency to mitigate against the delay in efficiencies
resulting from the transformation of the West Cheshire health and care economy.
This contingency has been utilised in full.
Better Payment Practice code
The better payment practice code requires clinical commissioning group to aim to
pay all valid invoices by the due date or within 30 days of receipt, whichever is the
later. Performance against this target is summarised below (see note 6.1 to the
group’s accounts; Appendix 1):
Measure of compliance

2013-14
Number

2013-14
£000

Non-NHS Payables
Total Non-NHS Trade invoices paid in the Year
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices paid within target
Percentage of Non-NHS Trade invoices paid within target

6,665
6,491
97.39%

29,620
28,923
97.65%

NHS Payables
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid within target
Percentage of NHS Trade Invoices paid within target

1,491
1,414
94.84%

230,673
226,305
98.11%
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1.3 Members Report
1.3.1 Details of Members of the Membership Body and Governing Body
The Chair and Accountable Officer throughout the 2013/14 year and up to the
signing of the Annual Report and Accounts are:
Name

Position

Dates (2013/14)

Dr Huw Charles-Jones
Alison Lee

GP Chair
Chief Executive Officer

01/4/13 – current
01/4/13 – current

The composition of the Membership throughout the 2013/14 year and up to the
signing of the Annual Report and Accounts are:
Name

Practice

Dates (2013/14)

Dr Martin Allan
Dr Rowan Brookes
Dr Carole Holme
Dr Kate Bushell
Dr Laura Millard
Dr Steve Kaye
Dr Tim Saunders
Dr Tony Bland
Dr Robin Davies
Dr Robert Stewart
Dr Claire Westmoreland
Dr Suzanne MacDonald
Dr Mike Lowrie
Dr Marc England
Dr Jon Stringer
Dr Fiona Warren
Dr Sally Shaw
Dr Chris MacDonald
Dr Mark Adam
Dr Nigel Wood
Dr Andrew McAlavey
Dr Chris Ritchieson
Dr Simon Powell
Dr Jeremy Perkins
Dr Chris Steere
Dr Geff Meyer
Dr Linda Duffin
Dr Helen Black
Dr Alistair Adey
Dr Andy Campbell
Dr Jim Hinds
Dr Louise Davies
Dr Philip Milner

Northgate Medical Centre
Upton Village Surgery
The Handbridge Medical Centre
Garden Lane Medical Centre
City Walls Medical Centre
Boughton Health Centre
Heath Lane Medical Centre
Hoole Road Surgery
Northgate Village Surgery
Park Medical Centre
Western Avenue Medical Centre
Lache Health Centre
The Elms Medical Centre
Whitby Group Practice
Whitby Group Practice
Whitby Group Practice
Old Hall Surgery
York Road Group Practice
Westminster Surgery
Great Sutton Medical Centre
Great Sutton Medical Centre
Great Sutton Medical Centre
Hope Farm Medical Centre
Neston Surgery
Neston Medical Centre
The Willaston Surgery
Farndon Health Centre
Bunbury Medical Practice
Tarporley Health Centre
Tarporley Health Centre
Kelsall Medical Centre
Laurel Bank Surgery
The Rookery Surgery

01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 – current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
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Dr Rajesh Rajan
Dr Steve Pomfret
Dr Jonathan Gregson

Frodsham Medical Practice
The Knoll
Helsby Health Centre

01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current

The composition of the Governing Body throughout the 2013/14 year and up to the
signing of the Annual Report and Accounts (including advisory and lay members):
Name

Position

Dates (2013/14)

Dr Huw Charles-Jones
Alison Lee
Dr Andrew McAlavey
Dr Steve Pomfret
Dr Claire Westmoreland
Dr Jeremy Perkins

GP Chair
Chief Executive Officer
Medical Director
GP Network Chair (Rural Network)
GP Network Chair (City Network)
GP Network Chair
(Ellesmere Port and Neston Network)
Vice Chair / Lay Member
Lay Member
Lay Member
Secondary Care Physician
Clinical Lead – Nursing
Chief Finance Officer
Director of Contracts and Performance
Director of Quality and Safeguarding
Director of Commissioning
Director of Partnerships
Director of Public Health
(Cheshire West & Chester Council)

01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current

Chris Hannah
David Gilburt
Pam Smith
Mr Mike Zeiderman
Sheila Dilks
Gareth James
Rob Nolan*
Paula Wedd*
Laura Marsh*
Helen McCairn*
Caryn Cox*

01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current

* = non-voting member

The Audit Committee members throughout the 2013/14 year and up to the signing of
the Annual Report and Accounts;
Name

Position

Dates (2013/14)

David Gilburt
Chris Hannah
Pam Smith

Audit Committee Chair
Vice Chair / Lay Member
Lay Member

01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current
01/4/13 - current

For the governance and membership of the other sub-committees of the Governing
Body please see the governance statement. Please also see the profiles section of
the remuneration report for the membership council and governing body conflicts of
interest.
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1.3.2 Pension Liabilities
As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension Scheme,
control measures are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the
scheme regulations are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from
salary, employer’s contributions and payments into the scheme are in accordance
with the scheme rules, and that member pension scheme records are accurately
updated in accordance with the timescales detailed in the regulations.
1.3.3 Sickness Absence Data
A table is provided in the employee benefits note to the Financial Statements. A
revised and harmonised Attendance Management Policy was approved by the Staff
Partnership Forum on 13th June 2013. This Policy aims to ensure the clinical
commissioning group has a robust policy and procedure for supporting it staff with
attendance issues and managing these in a fair and equitable way. The clinical
commissioning group proactively managed both short-term and long-term sickness
absence in line with his policy with sickness absence being monitored on a monthly
basis.
The clinical commissioning group’s sickness absence levels stood at 2.53% at the
end of March 2014.
The clinical commissioning group employed 52 staff across a range of disciplines as
outlined below:

Average Staff Numbers:

2013/14

Medical and Dental Staff
Administration and Clerical
Nursing Staff
Scientific, therapeutic & technical staff
Other staff

6
41
4
1
0

TOTAL

52

1.3.4 External Audit
The clinical commissioning group have appointed Grant Thornton as our external
auditors. They have been appointed to audit our Annual Report and Statutory
Accounts. The cost of this work is £77,000 (excluding VAT).
1.3.5 Disclosures of Serious Untoward Incidents
No serious untoward incidents have been reported in relation to the Clinical
Commissioning Group via the arrangements outlined in the governance report.
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1.3.6 Cost Allocation and Setting of Charges for Information
We certify that the clinical commissioning group has complied with HM Treasury’s
guidance on cost allocation and the setting of charges for information.
1.3.7 Principles for Remedy
The clinical commissioning group encourages a positive, open and honest approach
to receiving and responding to complaints. Complaints provide a valuable feedback
about patients’ experiences. Complaints made to the clinical commissioning group
are handled in accordance with the Complaints (England) Regulations 2009, The
NHS Constitution and principles published by the Health Service
Ombudsman: Getting it right; being customer focused; being open and accountable;
Acting fairly and proportionately; putting things right; and seeking continuous
improvement. This supports us to ensure the good handling of complaints to
improve the quality of services for patients.
The clinical commissioning group handles complaints about services that we
commission, on behalf of our population, from providers or about the exercise of any
of our functions. We also get involved in more complex complaints where one or
more organisations are involved, including NHS England or other service providers
or commissioners. Ensuring all complaints are handled with the patient/complainant
at the centre of the response and coordinating the provision of a single response.
Governance processes have been established by the clinical commissioning group
to ensure the sign off and learning from complaints is built into the clinical
commissioning group complaints handling processes. Every complaint is entered
into a repository alongside Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS), MP letters
and Professional Concerns to enable the monitoring of trends and patterns in
complaints and concerns raised by patients and healthcare professionals. This
helps us to detect systemic problems early by highlighting areas for improvement
and development. This information is reported to the clinical commissioning group’s
Quality Improvement Committee who analyse the information and consider any
action required, driving improvements to the quality of services commissioned by the
clinical commissioning group and sharing lessons learned. This information is also
reported at our formal Governing Body meetings held in public.
A total of 42 complaints were received during 2013/14 which covered all areas of
healthcare.
1.3.8 Employee Consultation
We have robust and open arrangements for staff engagement including:
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly team brief sessions
Weekly commissioning ebulletin including Chief Officer’s blog
Monthly staff development group open to all staff
Monthly whole team discussion open to all staff
Quarterly half day development sessions

Further information on this is provided in the strategic report.
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1.4 Remuneration Report
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group 1 April 2013 - 31st March 2014

Salary and Pension entitlements of CCG Membership Body and Governing Body
2013/14

Salary &
Fees
(bands of
£5,000)

Annual
Taxable
Performance
Benefits
Related
(rounded to
Bonuses
nearest £00)
(bands of
£5,000)

Long-term
Performance
Related
Bonuses
(bands of
£5,000

All
Pension
Related
Benefits
(bands of
£2,500)

£'000

£'000

Total
(bands of
£5,000)

Real
increase/(
decrease)
in pension
at 60
(bands of
£2,500)

Real
increase/(
decrease)
in pension
lump
sumat 60
(bands of
£2,500)

Total
accrued
pension at
60 as
31/03/2014
(bands of
£5000)

Lump
sum at 60
related to
accrued
pension
at
31/03/14
(bands of
£5000)

Cash
Equivalent
Transfer
Value as
at
31/03/2013
£'000

Cash
Equivalent
Transfer
Value as at
31/03/2014
£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

7.5-10
5-7.5

22.5-25
17.5-20

30-35
20-25

95-100
60-65

405
290

551
431

146
141

5-7.5
- 0 -2.5
2.5-5
0-2.5
0-2.5

20-22.5
- 5 -7.5
0-2.5
0-2.5
0-2.5

25-30
10-15
20-25
25-30
20-25

85-90
30-35
60-65
85-90
65-70

358
151
287
431
324

479
125
348
477
364

121
-26
60
46
40

Name & Title
Membership Body *
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr

(5)

Martin Allan - Northgate Medical Centre
Rowan Brookes - Upton Village Surgery
Carole Holme - The Handbridge Medical Centre
Kate Bushell - Garden Lane Medical Centre
Laura Millard - City Walls Medical Centre
Steve Kaye - Boughton Health Centre
Tim Saunders - Heath Lane Medical Centre
Tony Bland - Hoole Road Surgery
Robin Davies - Northgate Village Surgery
Robert Stewart - Park Medical Centre
Claire Westmoreland - Western Avenue Medical Centre
Suzanne MacDonald - Lache Health Centre
Mike Lowrie - The Elms Medical Centre
Marc England - Whitby Group Practice
Jon Stringer - Whitby Group Practice
Fiona Warren - Whitby Group Practice
Sally Shaw - Old Hall Surgery
Chris MacDonald - York Road Group Practice
Mark Adam - Westminster Surgery
Nigel Wood - Great Sutton Medical Centre
Andrew McAlavey - Great Sutton Medical Centre
Chris Ritchieson - Great Sutton Medical Centre
Simon Powell - Hope Farm Medical Centre
Jeremy Perkins - Neston Surgery
Chris Steere - Neston Medical Centre
Geff Meyer - The Willaston Surgery
Linda Duffin - Farndon Health Centre
Helen Black - Bunbury Medical Practice
Alistair Adey - Tarporley Health Centre
Andy Campbell - Tarporley Health Centre
Jim Hinds - Kelsall Medical Centre
Louise Davies - Laurel Bank Surgery
Philip Milner - The Rookery Surgery
Rajesh Rajan - Frodsham Medical Practice
Steve Pomfret - The Knoll
Jonathan Gregson - Helsby Health Centre

Governing Body
Alison Lee - Chief Executive
Dr Huw Charles-Jones - Chair
Chris Hannah - Vice Chair
Dr Andy McAlavey - Medical Director
Dr Claire Westmoreland - Chester City Locality Representative
Dr Jeremy Perkins - Ellesmere Port & Neston Locality Representative
Dr Steve Pomfret - Cheshire Rural Locality Representative
Gareth James - Chief Finance Officer
Laura Marsh - Director of Commissioning
Paula Wedd - Director of Quality and Safeguarding
Rob Nolan - Director of Contracts and Performance
Helen McCairn - Director of Partnerships
David Gilburt - Lay Member - Audit and Finance
Pam Smith Lay Member - Patient and Public Involvement
Mr Mike Zeiderman - Hospital Doctor Representative
Sheila Dilks - Nurse Representative

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(1)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)

£'000

£'00

£'000

0-5

0-5

0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5

0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5

120-125
80-85
10-15
70-75
30-35
30-35
30-35
95-100
55-60
75-80
55-60
55-60
5-10
5-10
10-15
10-15

47
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0

175-177.5
140-142.5
0
0
0
0
0
145-147.5
-60-62.5
65.67.5
37.5-40
35-37.5
0
0
0
0

300-305
225-230
10-15
70-75
30-35
30-35
30-35
245-250
-0 - 5
140-145
100-105
90-95
5-10
5-10
10-15
10-15

Real
increase/(decrea
se) in Cash
Equivalent
Transfer Value
£'000

Notes - NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group from 1st April 2013 - 31st March 2014
Remuneration of the Governing Body is set by the Remuneration Committee.
(1) Rob Nolan - Director of Contracts and Performance - Joint post with Wirral CCG from 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014. £25,000 - £30,000** recharged to Wirral CCG
(2) NHS Pension Scheme Contributions on salaries and fees received by Dr A McAlavey, Dr C Westmoreland, Dr S Pomfret and Dr J Perkins have not been made by the Clinical Commissioning Group. Any conrtibutions made have been declared through their GP Practice Parn
(3) Lay members do not receive pensionable remuneration, there are no entries in respect of pensions for Lay members.
(4) Pension contributions have not been made on behalf of the hospital doctor or nurse representative
(5) Pension disclosures are not required for the Membership Body.
**recharges before employment costs (e.g.NIC and pension contributions).
* Salaries & Fees shown for the Membership body include reimbursement for locum costs at the standard rate but exclude earnings from GMS/PMS contracts.
The uprating (annual increase) of public sector pensions are calculated by NHS Pensions Agency using the Consumer Prices Index (CPI) as produced by the Government Actuaries Department. A change in factors has
occurred over the period.
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1.4.1 Pay Multiples
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration
of the highest-paid director in their organisation and the median remuneration of the
organisation’s workforce.
The banded remuneration of the highest paid member of the Membership/Governing
Body in West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group in the financial year 2013-14
was £141,667. This was 3.5 times, the median remuneration of the workforce, which
was £39,898.
As West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group was formed on the 1st April 2013,
2012-13 details are not applicable.
Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay,
benefits-in-kind as well as severance payments. It does not include employer
pension contributions and the cash equivalent transfer value of pensions.
The calculation is based on the full-time equivalent staff of the clinical commissioning
group at the reporting end date on an annualised basis.
1.4.2 Presumption of Disclosure
There is an assumption that information about named individuals are given in all
circumstances and all disclosures in the remuneration report are consistent with
identifiable information of those individuals in the Financial Statements.
1.4.3 Remuneration Committee Report
The Remuneration Committee for the clinical commissioning group comprises:
Name
Chris Hannah
Pam Smith
David Gilburt

Position
Remuneration Committee Chair,
CCG Vice Chair / Lay Member
Lay Member
Lay Member

Dates (2013/14)
1/4/13 - current
1/4/13 - current
1/4/13 – current

The Remuneration Committee met 4 times in 2013/14.
The Remuneration Committee determined the salaries of the following senior
positions:
•
•
•
•

Chief Executive Officer
Chair
Medical Director
Chief Financial Officer

The remuneration packages for senior posts comprised base salary, in the light of
the requirements of the national NHS England guidance for Senior Managers within
clinical commissioning groups, and the recommendations and outcome of the Hay
Group report which provided comprehensive robust benchmarking data to support
the decisions. In-line with policy contracts for Governing Body members have been
provided.
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2.2

Governance Statement by The Chief Executive Officer, Alison Lee as
The Accountable Officer Of NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group

2.2.1 Introduction & Context
The clinical commissioning group was licenced from 1st April 2013 under provisions
enacted in the Health & Social Care Act 2012, which amended the National Health
Service Act 2006. The clinical commissioning group operated in shadow form prior to
1st April 2013, to allow for the completion of the licencing process and the
establishment of function, systems and processes prior to the clinical commission
group taking on its full powers.
As at 1st April 2013, the clinical commissioning group was licensed without
conditions.
2.2.2 Scope of Responsibility
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of
internal control that supports the achievement of the clinical commissioning group’s
policies, aims and objectives, whilst safeguarding the public funds and assets for
which I am personally responsible, in accordance with the responsibilities assigned
to me in Managing Public Money.
I also acknowledge my responsibilities as set out in my Clinical Commissioning
Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter. I am responsible for ensuring that the
clinical commissioning group is administered prudently and economically and that
resources are applied efficiently and effectively, safeguarding financial propriety and
regularity.
2.2.3 The Clinical Commissioning Group Governance Framework
The National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), at paragraph 14L(2)(b) states:
The main function of the governing body is to ensure that the group has made
appropriate arrangements for ensuring that it complies with such generally accepted
principles of good governance as are relevant to it.
The clinical commissioning group is accountable for exercising its statutory functions.
It has granted authority to act on its behalf to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

its membership council;
its governing body;
its employees;
committees or sub-committees of the group’s governing body.

The extent of the authority to act by the respective bodies and individuals depends
on the powers that the group delegates to them as expressed through:
a) its scheme of reservation and delegation; and
b) for the membership council, the governing body, committees of the
governing body, through their terms of reference.
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2.2.4 The Membership Council
The clinical commissioning group’s membership council is a committee of the group.
It represents all of the member practices of the group and reflects their opinions.
Functions of the Membership Council – the membership council has specific
responsibility for:
a)

representing the interests of the group as a whole;

b)

approving the group’s constitution and proposed changes to the
constitution including:
i)

ii)
iii)

the powers reserved to the membership and those delegated to
committees, the governing body, members, employees or other
persons specified in the group’s constitution,
standing orders, scheme of reservation and delegation and prime
financial policies,
the membership of the group’s committees and of its governing
body;

c)

the arrangements for members joining and leaving the group;

d)

nominating for appointment the group’s accountable officer;

e)

appointing:
i)
the chair of the governing body;
ii) clinicians to represent member practices on the governing body
of the group,
iii) all other governing body members;

f)

where appropriate, the removal of elected members, lay members
and the appointed nurse and consultant specialist, where they are not
employees of the group;

g)

jointly publishing with the governing body, the group’s annual report
and annual accounts;

h)

holding the governing body members, both individually and
collectively, to account for the performance of the governing body;

i)

influencing the recommendations and decisions of the governing
body’s executive committee in respect of the group’s commissioning
and related plans;

j)

agreeing initiatives for implementation by member practices to
improve the quality and outcomes of patient care and better use of
resources;
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k)

contributing towards the goals of the group as set out in the group’s
commissioning and financial plans;

l)

approving an application by the group to enter into a merger,
separation or dissolution.

The membership council holds the governing body to account for the functions that
the group has conferred on it through:
a) its regular meetings with the chair and chief executive officer of the group
and it may ask the chair, or the chief executive officer or the governing
body anything it wishes and they must answer, unless doing so would in
their opinion damage the group’s interests;
b) the appraisal of individual governing body members and the annual
evaluation of the effectiveness of the governing body as a whole. The
committee will advise the membership council on an appropriate appraisal
system for members of the group’s governing body.
c) the governing body’s remuneration committee will also advise the
membership council on an appropriate appraisal process for members of
its governing body.
Composition of the Membership Council – the voting membership council
comprises:
a)

the elected clinical chair of the clinical commissioning group and its
governing body;

b)

the nominated clinical representatives of each member practice;

c)

the group’s accountable (chief executive) officer

d)

the group’s chief finance officer.

Practice managers and representatives of non-principal and sessional providers of
essential primary medical providers may attend meetings of the membership council
but may not vote.
The membership council has determined that the responsibilities of the governing
body’s audit committee shall include reviewing the effectiveness of the arrangements
that the membership council has in place for discharging those decisions reserved to
the membership and for its compliance with this constitution. The council has also
determined that the responsibilities of the remuneration and development committee
shall also include advice on succession planning for governing body members; their
induction and for the organisational development of the group. Both committees
shall report directly to the membership council on matters pertaining or relating to the
responsibilities of the membership council.
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Members Name

Members Title

15.05.13

24.09.13

26.11.13

26.02.14

Dr Stephen Kaye Boughton Health
Centre
Dr Helen Black Bunbury Medical
Practice
Dr Laura Millard - City
Walls Medical Centre
Dr Mike Lowrie - The
Elms Medical Centre
Dr Kate Bushell Garden Lane Medical
Centre
Dr Claire Baker Farndon Health Centre
Dr Rajesh Rajan Frodsham Medical
Practice
Dr David Thornburn Great Sutton Medical
Centre
Dr Ged Faulks – Great
Sutton (Faulks)
Dr Nigel Wood - Great
Sutton (Faulks)
Dr Carole Holme Handbridge Medical
Centre
Dr Tim Saunders Heath
Lane Medical Centre
Dr Jonathan Gregson Helsby & Elton Practice
Dr Anthony Bland Hoole Surgery
Dr Simon Powell Hope Farm Medical
Centre
Dr Jim Hinds - Kelsall
Medical Centre
Dr Louise Davies Laurel Bank Surgery,
Malpas
Dr M Edney – Laurel
Bank Malpas
Dr Jeremy Perkins Neston Surgery
Dr K Guinan - Lache
Health Centre
Dr Chris Steere Neston Medical

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead









GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead









GP









GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead





X

X









GP



X



X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead









GP
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GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead

X



X









X







X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead







X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead











X













GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead











X



X

GP

X

X

X



GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP













X

X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead





X
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Members Name

Members Title

15.05.13

24.09.13

26.11.13

26.02.14

Dr Martin Allan Northgate Medical
Centre
Dr Sally Shaw - Old
Hall Surgery
Dr Robert Stewart Park Medical Centre
Dr Philip MilnerRookery Surgery
Dr Andy Campbell Tarporley Health
Centre
Dr Alistair Adey Tarporley Health
Centre (Gleek)
Dr Rowan Brooks Upton Village Surgery
Dr Steve Pomfret Knoll Surgery
Dr Deborah Stanaway Knoll Surgery
Dr Clare Westmoreland
- Western Avenue
Dr Raj Avula Westminster Surgery
Dr Fiona Warren Whitby Group Practice
(Warren)
Dr Jon Stringer Whitby Group Practice
(Stringer)
Dr Marc England Whitby Group Practice
(England)
Dr Geff Meyer Willaston Surgery
Dr Chris Macdonald York Road Group
Practice
Dr R Davies Northgate Village
Surgery
Dr Chris Ritchieson Great Sutton Medical
Centre (Dr Wearne)
Dr Lydia Anderson –
Lache health Centre
Dr Chris Fryar – Heath
Lane Medical Centre
Dr Julia Dancy –
Tarporley Health
Centre (Gleek)

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead





X



GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead























X









GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead





X

X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP















X

X

X

X
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Senior Partner
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Members Name

Members Title

15.05.13

24.09.13

26.11.13

26.02.14

Dr Suzanne Macdonald
– Lache Health Centre
Dr David Snowden –
The Elms Medical
centre
Dr Sue O’Dell –
Handbridge Medical
Centre
Dr Alison Daly –
Whitby Group Practice
Dr Dorothy King Sessional GPs
Paul Smith – The Knoll
Surgery
Gary Howorth Northgate Medical
Centre
Susan Dewhirst Upton Village
Philip Smith Boughton Health
Centre
Linda Leigh - City
Walls
Hayley Pashley Garden Lane
Brian Yorke - Helsby

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP

X

X





X

X

X



GP

X

X

X



GP

X

X

X



GP









Practice Manager

X

X

X



Practice Manager







X

Practice Manager





X



Practice Manager









Practice Manager



X

X

X

Practice Manager



X



X

Practice Manager









Julia Bailey - Lache
Medical Centre
Lynn Suckley - Malpas
Surgery
Sue King - Willaston

Practice Manager



X

X



Practice Manager









Practice Manager



X

X

X

Mike Guest – Tarporley
(Gleek)
Chris Ashbrook –
Frodsham Medical
Practice
Sam Jeffrey –
Handbridge medical
Centre
Sue Roberts – Old Hall
Surgery
Cathy Bedford - York
Road
Carol McRae –
Western Avenue
Medical Centre
Trish Harrison – Park
Medical Centre

Practice Manager

X



X

X

Practice Manager

X





X

Practice Manager

X



X

X

Practice Manager

X







Practice Manager





X

X

Practice Manager

X



X



Practice Manager

X



X
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Members Name

Members Title

15.05.13

24.09.13

26.11.13

26.02.14

Adie Salter –
Broughton Health
Centre
Linda Bennett – Heath
Lane Medical Centre
Dr Huw Charles-Jones

Practice Manager

X

X



X

Practice Manager

X



X

X

Chair - WCCCG









Alison Lee

Chief Executive Officer
- WCCCG
Chief Finance Officer WCCCG
Medical Director WCCCG

























Gareth James
Andy McAlavey

The Membership Council, with representation from each of our 36 practices, has
continued to evolve to meet the requirements of a membership organisation. In May
the chief executives of our local secondary care provider and our mental health and
community services provider came to discuss with the membership how our
organisations can work together to achieve our commissioning plans for the future.
As part of the transformation of primary care, and its role in the aims of the West
Cheshire Way, there has been a focus on how member practices can work
differently. This has included a workshop focussing on improving access, as well as
Mike Farrar CBE (Formerly Chief Executive of the NHS Confederation) sharing his
views on transforming general practice. The membership has also considered the
implications of the Francis Report for both member practices as well as the Clinical
Commissioning Group. At its most recent meeting a clinical panel was invited to
answer questions on mental health services and the prime provider commissioning
model posed by the membership.
2.2.5 The Governing Body
Functions - the group’s governing body has responsibility for the functions set out
below, which have been conferred on it by sections 14L(2) and (3) of the 2006 Act,
inserted by section 25 the 2012 Act, together with any other functions connected with
its main functions as may be specified in regulations or the clinical commissioning
group’s constitution. The governing body’s overall responsibilities are to:
a) ensure that the group has appropriate arrangements in place to
exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically and in
accordance with the groups principles of good governance (its main
function);
b) determine the remuneration, fees and other allowances payable to
employees or other persons providing services to the group, including
nominated practice representatives, and the allowances payable under
any pension scheme it may establish under paragraph 11(4) of
Schedule 1A of the 2006 Act, inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act;
c) approve any functions of the group that are specified in regulations;
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d) with the exception of those functions reserved to the group’s
membership council, to discharge all of the groups remaining statutory
functions including:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

to lead and approve the setting of the group’s vision and strategy
and its annual commissioning and financial plans,
securing continuous improvement in the standards and
outcomes of care,
financial and risk management,
jointly publishing, with the group’s membership council, the
group’s annual report and annual accounts,
where not specified in the terms of reference of the governing
body committees, receiving the minutes of meetings of joint or
collaborative arrangements between the group and another
statutory body(ies).

The clinical commissioning group will have regard to the views of the group’s
membership council in preparing the group’s forward plans.
The governing body will report the outcome of the appraisal of governing body
members and the evaluation of the governing body’s effectiveness with the
membership council.
Composition of the Governing Body - the governing body comprises of:
a) an elected clinical chair;
b) three lay members:
• one to lead on remuneration, appointments, organisational
development,
• one to lead on patient and public engagement matters,
• one to lead on audit and finance;
c) Three elected clinical representatives of member practices, who each
have corporate as well as other specified functional responsibilities;
d) An appointed Medical Director to lead on the quality improvement of
general practice;
e) a registered nurse;
f) a secondary care specialist doctor;
g) an accountable officer;
h) a chief finance officer;
i) a senior management team of Directors, who are non-voting members of
the Governing Body:
•

Director of Contracts and Performance

•

Director of Quality and Safeguarding
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Members Name

Dr Huw
Charles-Jones

Alison Lee
Dr Andy
McAlavey
Chris Hannah
David Gilburt
Pam Smith

Sheila Dilks
Mr Mike
Ziederman
Gareth James
Dr Jeremy
Perkins
Dr Steve
Pomfret
Dr Claire
Westmoreland
*Paula Wedd
*Helen
McCairn
*Rob Nolan

*Laura Marsh
*Caryn Cox

•

Director of Commissioning

•

Director of Partnerships

•

Director of Public Health (Cheshire West and Chester Council)

Members Title

18.04.13

16.05.13

18.07.13

19.09.13

21.11.13

16.01.14

20.03.14

Governing Body
Chair/ Chair, NHS
West Cheshire
CCG
Chief Executive
Officer
Medical Director





















X





















Vice Chair / Lay
Member
Lay Member (Audit
& Finance)
Lay Member
(Patient & Public
Involvement)
Clinical Lead –
Nursing
Hospital Physician
Representative
Chief Finance
Officer
GP Network Chair
(Ellesmere Port
and Neston)
GP Network Chair
(Rural)
GP Network Chair
(City)
Director of Quality
and Safeguarding
Director of
Partnerships
Director of
Contracts and
Performance
Director of
Commissioning
Director of Public
Health, Cheshire
West and Chester
Council















X



























X





X















X































































X

X

















X



























X







X

X







X

*Non-voting member
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Over the previous 12 months the Governing Body of the Clinical Commissioning
group has framed its discussions around the priority programmes of the Group. This
has transitioned from clinically focussed disease areas: cancer, heart disease,
mental health, dementia, diabetes and respiratory disease, to broader, more holistic
lifestyle stages: starting well, aging well, prevention and early detection, self-care,
primary care, long term conditions and end of life care. This shift has allowed the
governing body to more closely align our work with that of the Local Authority, a
move reinforced by the invitation to our local Director of Public Health to join the
governing body as a non-voting member.
The governing body has also received reports on areas of key importance locally,
including a review of our community services provision, the winter escalation plan
and updates from our local adults and children’s safeguarding boards.
2.2.6 Committees and Advisory Groups of the Governing Body
The governing body has appointed the following committees, all of which have terms
of reference included within the clinical commissioning group’s constitution:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit Committee
Remuneration and Development Committee
Quality Improvement Committee
Commissioning Delivery Committee
GP Locality Networks
Clinical Senate

The audit committee, remuneration and development committee, quality
improvement committee, commissioning delivery committee, GP locality groups,
clinical senate are all accountable to the governing body for their work. The
governing body has approved and keeps under review the terms of reference and
membership for the respective committees and advisory body.
Each committee is responsible for approving and for keeping under review the terms
of reference and membership of each of their sub-committees.
Audit Committee – the audit committee provides:
a) the governing body with an independent and objective view of the
group’s financial systems, financial information and compliance with
laws, regulations and directions governing the group in so far as they
relate to finance.
b) The membership council and the governing body have also delegated
to the audit committee responsibility for:
i) reviewing the effectiveness of the system of governance, risk
management and internal control, incorporating the arrangements for
the membership council;
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ii) the arrangements made by the group for managing conflicts of
interest, whistle blowing and fraud (both clinical and non-clinical)
Members
Name
David Gilburt

Chris Hannah
Pam Smith

Members Title

4.04.13

6.06.13

5.09.13

12.12.13

6.02.14

6.03.14

Audit Committee
Chair / Lay
Member (Audit &
Finance)
Lay Member























X

Lay Member
(Patient & Public
Involvement)

X











Over the previous 12 months the Audit Committee of the clinical commissioning
group has reviewed and approved the Scheme of Reservation and Delegation. The
committee ensured the appropriate transfer of assets and liabilities from NHS West
Cheshire Primary Care Trust, along with noting the submission and approval of the
final accounts for the Primary Care Trust Cluster, including the provision of the
annual audit letter for 2012/13. The committee reviewed progress and ensured
compliance with Information Governance Toolkit, which was successfully submitted
(fully compliant) in March 2014. The committee approved an internal audit plan and
debated a number of audit review reports undertaken by Mersey Internal Audit
Agency, including monitoring action plans and progress against recommendations
made therein. The committee approved the Anti-Fraud Strategy, policy and action
plan and monitored progress against these throughout the year. The annual audit
fee was agreed by the committee. An update of emerging themes and developments
from External Audit (Grant Thornton) was provided to each committee meeting, and
the Chief Finance Officer undertook to review the “challenge” questions provided
within these reports on behalf of the clinical commissioning group. At each meeting,
the committee reviewed the medium and high level risks recorded on the Governing
Body Assurance Framework and corporate risk register and ensured compliance
against the clinical commissioning group’s Risk Management Strategy.
Remuneration and Development Committee– the remuneration committee makes:
a) recommendations to the governing body on determinations concerning
the remuneration, fees and other allowances for employees and for
people who provide services to the group and on determinations
concerning allowances under any pension scheme that the group may
establish as an alternative to the NHS pension scheme.
b) The membership council and governing body have also delegated the
following responsibilities to the remuneration and development
committee:
i) recommending proposals for succession planning for governing
body members,
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ii) oversight of the group’s arrangements for the appointment of senior,
staff; ensuring that the selection and appointment processes are fair
and transparent and conform with best practice,
iii) induction for governing body members,
iv) the remuneration of nominated practice representatives, and
v) recommending the group’s organisational development.
c) Where the audit and remuneration and development committees’
review or advise on matters which concern the functions of the
membership council, both committees will report directly to the
membership council on such matters.
Members
Name

Members Title

16.05.13

21.11.13

12.12.13

06.02.14

Chris Hannah

Remuneration Committee
Chair / Vice Chair / Lay
Member

X







David Gilburt

Lay Member









Pam Smith

Lay Member









Over the previous 12 months the Remuneration and Development Committee has
focussed its discussions and decisions, which have been ratified by the Governing
Body, around the remuneration, titles and contracts for the Governing Body
members. The decision making was undertaken in-line with national guidance (e.g.
Hay guidance) and included benchmarking with other clinical commissioning groups,
locally, regionally and nationally on senior posts. The terms of reference for the
Remuneration and Development Committee also ensure that organisational
development is embedded across the organisation, by monitoring the performance of
the organisational development plan.
Quality Improvement Committee – the quality improvement committee provides
assurance to the governing body that:
a) quality and patient experience is central to the work of the group;
b) services the group commissions are safe and effective, and
c) there is continuous improvement in the quality of commissioned
services; in primary medical services and in patient outcomes.
d) the following sub-committees are authorised by the governing body
and are accountable to the quality improvement committee:
i) Provider Quality and Performance meetings;
ii) GP Quality and Development Group;
iii) Serious Incident Review Group.
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Members
Name
*Sheila Dilks

* Dr Andy
McAlavey

Dr Ged Faulks
Members
Name
Pam Smith

Paula Wedd
Dr Claire
Westmoreland
Dr Carole
Holme
Dr Jonathan
Gregson
Helen McCairn
Hayley
Cavanagh
Anne Eccles

Helen
Wormald

Members Title

11.04.13

13.06.13

X









X

X



X







X

X





X



11.04.13

13.06.13

Lay Member
(Patient & Public
Involvement)
Director of Quality
and Safeguarding
GP Network Chair
(City)
GP Representative



X



X

X







X







X



X



n/a

n/a



X

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

GP Representative

X

X

X



X



Director of
Partnerships
Quality Programme
Manager
Designated Nurse
Safeguarding
Children
Designated Nurse
Safeguarding
Adults

n/a

n/a

n/a

X

















n/a







X



n/a

X









Quality
Improvement
Committee Chair /
Clinical Lead –
Nursing
Quality
Improvement
Committee Chair /
Medical Director
GP Representative
Members Title

8.08.13

8.08.13

10.10.13

10.10.13

9.01.14

9.01.14

* Dr Andy McAlavey Chaired the Quality Improvement Committee up to and
including the meeting on the 11th April 2013; Sheila Dilks Chaired from June 2013.
The key duty of the Quality Improvement Committee is to secure continuous
improvements in the quality of services we commission for our population, with
particular regard to clinical effectiveness, safety and patient experience. The
members of the group have been active in ensuring that quality and clinical
standards are central to our objectives, strategy and forward plans. We have strong
clinical leadership in our membership and have used this expertise to scrutinise the
intelligence in the thematic reports we produce from reviewing the serious incidents
reported in our health economy. This focus on safety is visible in governing body
reports which highlight where there have been concerns and steps the committee
has taken to challenge suboptimal practice. This year we have strengthened the
reporting of safeguarding issues through the receipt of annual reports, along with bimonthly updates reporting on emerging risks for both safeguarding children and
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13.02.14

13.02.14

safeguarding vulnerable adults agendas. The committee has continued to champion
the development of the patient insight and intelligence repository to ensure that
patients have an amplified voice, and are true partners in the process of
commissioning local healthcare services.
Commissioning Delivery Committee – the commissioning delivery committee:
a) recommends the group’s five year and annual commissioning plans to
the governing body and has operational oversight of the
implementation of those plans.
b) provides assurance to the governing body that the group’s
commissioning plans are effective, efficient and economic; that plans
are informed by patients and the public; that they are being delivered
and that risks associated with delivery are being mitigated.
c) recommends and has oversight of collaborative commissioning
arrangements.
d) within delegated financial limits, the committee has authority to approve
commissioning decisions;
Members
Name
Chris Hannah

Dr Huw
Charles-Jones
Alison Lee
Dr Andy
McAlavey
David Gilburt

Gareth James
Dr Jeremy
Perkins

Dr Steve
Pomfret
Dr Claire
Westmoreland
Helen McCairn
Rob Nolan

4.04.13

2.05.13

6.06.13

Commissioning
Delivery
Committee
Chair / Lay
Member
Chair, NHS
West Cheshire
CCG
Chief Executive
Officer
Medical Director









X



Lay Member
(Audit &
Finance)
Chief Finance
Officer
GP Network
Chair
(Ellesmere Port
and Neston)
GP Network
Chair (Rural)
GP Network
Chair (City)
Director of
Partnerships
Director of
Contracts and
Performance

Members Title

5.09.13

7.11.13

12.12.13

6.02.14

















X



















X





















X

























X

X

X

X
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attend
ed

X
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X





X



X

X



X







X

X
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X

Laura Marsh
Public Health
Representative

Director of
Commissioning
Cheshire West
and Chester
Council







X

X









X

X

X



X

X

X

During the financial year the commissioning delivery committee has closely
monitored reported performance against financial duties, NHS contracts and other
agreed performance measures. Particular consideration has been given to
performance areas of concern such as performance against stroke, accident and
emergency, ambulance and excess waiting times targets. In addition, performance
against the group’s delivery plan is considered in detail. Summary reports have then
been produced for the governing body. Throughout the year the committee has also
made investments decisions following the agreed decision making procedure. In
addition, the committee has approved the process adopted to allocating
commissioning for quality and innovation scheme (CQUIN) payments and the
utilisation of the non-recurrent reserve. The committee receives regular reports from
the area prescribing committee and the minutes of the contract meetings held with
local foundation trusts.
Three GP Locality Network Groups - the three GP locality networks, one for each
of the Rural, City and Ellesmere Port and Neston localities, are committees of the
governing body. They provide the forum through which the governing body engages
with member practices on all matters pertaining to the governing body’s
responsibilities. Each network is responsible for the development of locality based
business plans for approval within delegated limits, they provide advice to the
governing body on the impact of proposed service developments on practice
workload and on patients and, in support of the group’s commissioning plans, they
are able to recommend and participate in the development and implementation of
new care pathways. The networks consider and act on the performance reports for
the group.
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Chester Locality Network
Members Name

Members Title

11.04.13

09.05.13

13.06.13

11.07.13

12.09.13

10.10.13

14.11.13

12.12.13

09.01.14

13.02.14

13.03.14

Dr Claire
Westmoreland –
Western Avenue
Medical Centre
Dr Martin Allan –
Northgate Medical
Centre
Dr Tony Bland Hoole Road
Surgery
Dr Rowan Brookes
– Upton Village
Surgery
Dr Kate Bushell –
Garden Lane
Medical Centre
Dr Andrew Clouting
– Upton Village
Surgery
Dr Robin Davies –
Northgate Village
Surgery
Dr Andy
Dunbavand – City
Walls Medical
Centre
Dr Chris Fryar –
Heath Lane
Medical Centre
Dr Kevin Guinan –
Lache Health
Centre
Dr Carole Holme –
Handbridge
Medical Centre
Dr Stephen Kaye Boughton Health
Centre

Chair & GP



















X



GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead













































X

X

X

X



X

X

X

















X









X

X







X







X

X

X























X

X



X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP

X

X
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X

X





X

X

X

X

X



X

X





X



X

GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead





X

X



X































X
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Members Name

Members Title

11.04.13

09.05.13

13.06.13

11.07.13

12.09.13

10.10.13

14.11.13

12.12.13

09.01.14

13.02.14

13.03.14

Dr Mike Lowrie –
The Elms Medical
Centre
Dr Suzanne
MacDonald –
Lache Health
Centre

GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead

X









X







X









X





X

X



X



Dr Laura Millard City Walls Medical
Centre
Dr Dave Nicholson
– Garden Lane
Medical Centre
Dr Tim Saunders –
Heath Lane
Medical Centre

GP





X













X

X

GP

X

X

X

X

X



X

X

X

X



GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead





X

X



X



X

X





Dr David Snowden
– The Elms Medical
Centre

GP



X

X

X

X



X

X

X



X

Dr Robert Stewart –
Park Medical
Centre

GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead











X











Dr Mark Thompson
– Handbridge
Medical Centre

GP

X

X



X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Ellesmere Port & Neston Locality Network
Members Name

Members Title

11.04.13

02.05.13

06.06.13

04.07.13

05.09.13

03.10.13

07.11.13

05.12.13

09.01.14

06.02.14

06.03.14

Dr Jeremy Perkins Neston Medical Centre
Dr Alison Daly –Whitby
Group Practice (Warren)
Dr Marc England –
Whitby Group Practice
(England)
Dr Fiona Warren –
Whitby Group Practice
(Warren)
Dr Jon Stringer – Whitby
Group Practice (Stringer)
Dr Sally Shaw – Old Hall
Surgery
Dr Nigel Wood – Great
Sutton Medical Centre
(Wood)
Dr Caroline Francey –
Great Sutton Medical
Centre (Wood)
Dr Chris Ritchieson –
Great Sutton Medical
Centre (Wearne)
Dr David Thorburn –
Great Sutton Medical
Centre (McAlavey)
Dr Frances Cunningham
– Great Sutton Medical
Centre (McAlavey)
Dr Chris Macdonald –
York Road Surgery
Dr Simon Powell – Hope
Farm Medical Centre
Dr Geff Mayer –
Willaston Surgery
Dr Chris Steere – Neston
Medical Centre
Dr Raj Avula –
Westminster Surgery

Chair & GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
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X



X



X

X

X

X





X































Senior Partner
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X



X

X

X

X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead

X
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GP

X

X

X

X

X



X
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X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
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X



GP

X

X



X

X

X



X





X

GP

X

X

X



X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP
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Members Name

Members Title

11.04.13

02.05.13

06.06.13

04.07.13

05.09.13

03.10.13

07.11.13

05.12.13

09.01.14

06.02.14

06.03.14

Dr Mark Adams –
Westminster Surgery
Dr Susan Kingston –
Hope Farm Medical
Centre

GP Clinical
Commissioning Lead
GP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X







X

X

X

X

X

X

X



X



X
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Rural Locality Network
Members Name

Members Title

16.04.13

14.05.13

11.06.13

16.07.13

12.09.13

10.10.13

07.11.13

12.12.13

14.01.14

11.02.14

11.03.14

Dr Steve Pomfret –
The Knoll

Chair & GP
Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
GP Clinical
Commissioning
Lead
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X

X

X

















X

X

X

X







X













X





















X

X

Dr Louise Davies –
Laurel Bank
Surgery
Dr Jonathon
Gregson – Helsby
Health Centre
Dr Helen Black –
Bunbury Medical
Practice
Dr Andy Campbell
– Tarporley
(Campbell)
Dr Alistair Adey –
Tarpoley (Gleek)
Dr Linda Duffin –
Farndon Health
Centre
Dr Philip Milner –
Rookery Surgery
Dr Jim Hinds Kelsall Medical
Centre
Dr Rajesh Rajan –
Frodsham Medical
Practice
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Each of the three GP Locality Networks meets monthly with representatives from
each member practice coming together to focus on commissioning services for the
patients of western Cheshire. The locality networks provide the key link between the
Clinical Commissioning Group and its member practices. This forum is used for
consulting with our membership and allows for a two way dialogue.
The Clinical Senate – the clinical senate is an advisory body to the governing body.
It comprises of clinicians from primary, community, mental health and secondary
care, as well as practitioners from adults and children’s services and public health
from the local authority. The senate:
a) provides advice to the governing body on the impact of its commissioning and
development proposals,
b) is able to recommend priorities for service development and facilitates the
progression of clinical work-streams
c) provides a forum for clinicians from a range of organisations and sectors to
engage with each other on clinical matters concerning the progression of the
group’s objectives.
d) The allied health professionals network, nursing network and clinical leads are
linked to the work of the work of the clinical senate:
The West Cheshire Clinical Senate has continued to develop in its role as the local
clinically led “think tank” for health and care organisations. During the summer of
2013 the Clinical Senate took the lead in developing “The West Cheshire Way” – our
shared vision for how services will be provided in West Cheshire in the future. As
part of two externally facilitated events the Senate brought senior clinical leaders
together to articulate our shared values, principles and priorities for future service
provision.
Since then the Senate has used its monthly meetings to discuss the enablers which
need to be in place to allow this vision to succeed, including more integrated IT,
shared training and education and seven day working.
Collaborative arrangements - The clinical commissioning group also collaborates
with its local partners through its membership of statutory bodies or locally
constituted groups in order to discharge its duties and responsibilities in relation to:
a) Health and Wellbeing;
b) Children’s and Vulnerable Adult Safeguarding;
2.2.7 The Clinical Commissioning Group Internal Control Framework
A system of internal control is the set of processes and procedures in place in the
clinical commissioning group to ensure it delivers its policies, aims and objectives. It
is designed to identify and prioritise the risks, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks
being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them
efficiently, effectively and economically. The system of internal control allows risk to
be managed to a reasonable level rather than eliminating all risk; it can therefore
only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness.
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2.2.8 Information Governance
The NHS Information Governance Framework sets the processes and procedures by
which the NHS handles information about patients, the public and employees, in
particular person identifiable data and information. The NHS Information Governance
Framework is supported by an information governance toolkit and the annual
submission process provides assurances to the clinical commissioning group, other
organisations and to individuals that personal information is dealt with legally,
securely, efficiently and effectively.
We place high importance on ensuring that there are robust information governance
systems and processes in place to help protect personal and corporate information.
We have established an information governance management framework and have
developed information governance policies and procedures in line with the
information governance toolkit. We have ensured all staff undertake annual
information governance training and have implemented staff information briefings to
ensure staff are aware of their roles and responsibilities.
There are processes in place for incident reporting and investigation of serious
incidents. We are developing information risk assessment and management
procedures and a programme will be established to fully embed an information risk
culture throughout the organisation.
2.2.9 Data Security
We have submitted a satisfactory level of compliance with the information
governance toolkit assessment. The evidence used has also been independently
audited, with ‘significant assurance’ given, prior to submission.
There have been no Serious Untoward Incidents relating to data security breaches,
and no other incidents that were required to be reported to the Information
Commissioner.
2.2.10 Equality, Diversity & Human Rights Obligations
Control measures are in place to ensure that the clinical commissioning group
complies with the required public sector equality duty set out in the Equality Act
2010.
2.2.11 Sustainable Development Obligations
The clinical commissioning group is required to report its progress in delivering
against sustainable development indicators. We are developing plans to assess
risks, enhance our performance and reduce our impact, including against carbon
reduction and climate change adaptation objectives. This includes establishing
mechanisms to embed social and environmental sustainability across policy
development, business planning and in commissioning.
We will ensure the clinical commissioning group complies with its obligations under
the Climate Change Act 2008, including the Adaptation Reporting power, and the
Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012. We are also setting out our commitments
as a socially responsible employer.
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2.2.12 Risk Management
The corporate risk register enables the clinical commissioning group to understand
its comprehensive risk profile. It records dependencies between risks and links
between risks on the Governing Body Assurance Framework and the risk registers of
individual functions.
The corporate risk registers and their sponsors/owners are:
Register

Risk Sponsor/Owner

Quality & Safeguarding
Finance & Governance
Commissioning
Contracts & Performance
Corporate
Partnerships
Membership Engagement
Medicines Management

Director of Quality and Safeguarding
Chief Finance Officer
Director of Commissioning
Director of Contracts and Performance
Chief Executive Officer
Director of Partnerships
Medical Director
Head of Medicines Management
(Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support
Unit)

The Corporate Risk Register is a dynamic document, held by Corporate Governance
Manager. Risks identified as significant or complex are entered on to the corporate
risk register, quality assured by the Senior Management Team before escalation
to the Audit Committee and Governing Body.
The Governing Body Assurance Framework has been developed in accordance with
guidelines provided by the Department of Health. This is a high level document
that records the principal risks that could impact on the clinical commissioning
group achieving its strategic objectives. It provides a framework for reporting key
information to the Governing Body. It provides assurance that risks are being
managed effectively and objectives are delivered and also identifies which of the
clinical commissioning objectives are at risk because of gaps in controls or
assurance about them.
During 2013/14 there were no lapses of data security. Therefore no incidents were
reported to the information commissioner relating to clinical commissioning group.
During 2013/14 no major risks to governance and internal control were reported to
the clinical commissioning group Governing Body:
Principal risks are not considered in isolation, but are derived from
prioritisation of risks fed upwards through the whole organisation, including
registers and Governing Body Assurance Framework. In this way the
registers will contribute to the Governing Body Board Assurance Framework
ensure that system risks are identified and monitored.

the
risk
risk
and

The clinical commissioning group had no principal risks to compliance with the
group’s licence in 2013/14. The governance structures of the clinical commissioning
group are robust, the remit of the Governing Body committees and responsibilities of
Governing Body members on these committees are clearly defined and adopted as
set out in the clinical commissioning group’s constitution.
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To provide assurance on the effectiveness of the Governing Body’s committees all
committee minutes are submitted to every formal Governing Body meeting. This
practice enables assurance through high level discussion on issues, including risk
management, identified at these committees. The Audit Committee in particular
enables and support the development of governance arrangements.
To provide further assurance on identifying and prioritising action on governance
issues the clinical commissioning group meets regularly with the following:
•
•
•

NHS England Area Team – quarterly assurance review meetings and monthly
meetings of clinical commissioning group leaders
Cheshire West and Chester Health and Wellbeing Board
West Cheshire NHS health economy monthly Chief Officers meetings

2.2.13 Capacity to Handle Risk
The Senior Management Team are the risk owners/sponsors within the clinical
commissioning group and they have undertaken training, including guidance on good
practice, in all elements of risk management. The training on risk management
processes has been provided by Mersey Internal Audit Agency, in-line with the
clinical commissioning group’s Risk Management Strategy, which has been
approved by the Audit Committee and Governing Body. Mersey Internal Audit
Agency has undertaken a review of risk management processes in 2013/14 and their
assessment was:
An Assurance Framework has been established which is designed and
operating to meet the requirements of the AGS and provide reasonable
assurance that there is an effective system of internal control to manage
the principle risks identified by the organisation.

2.2.14 Review of the Effectiveness of Governance, Risk Management & Internal
Control
As Accounting Officer I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the
system of internal control within the clinical commissioning group.
My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the
work of the internal auditors and the executive managers and clinical leads within the
clinical commissioning group who have responsibility for the development and
maintenance of the internal control framework. I have drawn on performance
information available to me. My review is also informed by comments made by the
external auditors in their management letter and other reports.
The Governing Body Assurance Framework itself provides me with evidence that the
effectiveness of controls that manage risks to the clinical commissioning group
achieving its principles objectives have been reviewed.
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I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the
effectiveness of the system of internal control by the Governing Body, the Audit
Committee and risk/ clinical governance/ quality committee, if appropriate and a plan
to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the system is in
place.
The Risk Management Strategy sets out the responsibility and role of the Chief
Executive in relation to Risk Management. The Governing Body took direct
responsibility for the monitoring of the Assurance Framework and for risk
management. Governing Body committees have been supported by the governance
structure and have received reports from a number of other Trust and locality-wide
groups, to ensure that all significant risks are highlighted to the Governing Body.
The Assurance Framework identifies those risks deemed as strategically significant
to the objectives of the organisation. Risk Management has been embedded within
the organisation and the process has been cascaded to service areas to assist with
the development of an organisation-wide risk awareness culture. This is supported
by operational risk registers which enable risk management decision making to occur
as near as practicable to the risk source, and for those risks that cannot be dealt with
locally to be passed upwards to the appropriate level within the organisation.
The clinical Governing Body Assurance Framework, corporate risk register are
reviewed and updated regularly. Risks are identified via a number of routes,
including reports from senior managers, incidents, complaints and clinical
commissioning group committees.
The clinical commissioning group undertake a wide range of mandatory and
statutory training for all staff and there has been a greater emphasis on staff training
during 2013/14 following the introduction of elearning. Staff are required to
undertake training in relation to Counter Fraud, Equality and Diversity, Fire Safety,
Infection Control, Information Governance, Safeguarding Children and Adults as well
as Health and Safety. This training is mandatory for all staff and is a key part of the
organisation's core induction. This ensures that risk management, risk assessment
and incident reporting are highlighted together with key strategies, policies and
procedures. These include risk management strategy, infection control, and
complaints.
The Statutory & Mandatory training compliance rate at March 2014 reports 83.3%
compliance across the 8 core courses. Two of the eight statutory and mandatory
courses achieving the 85% national compliance rate.
The clinical commissioning group has ensured:
• Director objectives are aligned with key Corporate Objectives.
• The clinical commissioning group is committed to engaging local
independent contractors to facilitate the development of good governance
and risk management processes.
• The clinical commissioning group seeks independent assurances from
third party providers of services to the clinical commissioning group over
the effectiveness of internal controls in place. Relevant reports covering
the review of third party provider controls are presented to the
Audit Committee during the year.
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• Control measures are in place to ensure that all the organisations'
obligations under equality, diversity and human rights legislation are
complied with.
Following completion of the planned audit work for the financial year for the clinical
commissioning group, the Head of Internal Audit issued an independent and
objective opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the clinical commissioning
group’s system of risk management, governance and internal control. The Head of
Internal Audit concluded:
Significant Assurance, can be given that that there is a generally sound
system of internal control designed to meet the organisation’s
objectives, and that controls are generally being applied consistently.
However, some weaknesses in the design or inconsistent application of
controls put the achievement of particular objective at risk.
During the year Internal Audit issued one audit report with a limited assurance
opinion. This was in relation to a review of Continuing Health Care services
(provided by Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit). The NHS
West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group Audit Committee reviewed the report
twice in 2013/14 and are assured that robust action plans are in place to address
and develop systems and processes for Continuing Health Care services going
forward into 2014/15.
As Accountable Officer my review is also informed by:
•

Attendance and debate at the Senior Management Team, clinical
commissioning group Governing Body and committees, and reports from
the Audit Committee.

•

The achievement of financial duties and the financial position of the clinical
commissioning group. Assessments from Mersey Internal Audit which
report Classified the Assurance Framework at the highest level 'A'

•

Responses to staff and patient surveys and other external reviews.

I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the
effectiveness of the system of internal control. In addition I am aware of the
importance of the roles of the following:
•

The Governing Body’s role is to provide active leadership of the
organisation within a framework of prudent and effective controls that
enable risk to be assessed and managed

•

The Audit Committee, as part of the committee structure, is pivotal in
advising the Governing Body on the effectiveness of the system of internal
control. Any significant internal control issues would be reported to the
Governing Body via the Audit Committee.

•

Directors' roles and responsibilities in ensuring systems of internal control
are in place and implemented effectively.
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Annual Accounts

Appendix 1

West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Annual Accounts 2013-14

Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure for the year ended
31 March 2014
Note
Administration Costs and Programme Expenditure
Gross employee benefits
Other costs
Other operating revenue
Net operating costs before interest
Other operating revenue
Other (gains)/losses
Finance costs
Net operating costs for the financial year

5
6
3

2,186
301,588
(41)
303,733

3
9
10

303,733

Net (gain)/loss on transfers by absorption
Net operating costs for the financial year including absorption transfers
Of which:
Administration Costs
Gross employee benefits
Other costs
Other operating revenue
Net administration costs before interest

303,733

5
6
3

Programme Expenditure
Gross employee benefits
Other costs
Other operating revenue
Net programme expenditure before interest

5
6
3

Other Comprehensive Net Expenditure

2013-14
£000

2,111
3,785
5,896

75
297,803
(41)
297,837

2013-14
£000

Impairments and reversals
Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of property, plant & equipment
Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of intangibles
Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of financial assets
Movements in other reserves
Net gain/(loss) on available for sale financial assets
Net gain/(loss) on assets held for sale
Net actuarial gain/(loss) on pension schemes
Share of (profit)/loss of associates and joint ventures
Reclassification Adjustments
On disposal of available for sale financial assets
Total comprehensive net expenditure for the year

1

303,733
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Statement of Changes In Taxpayers Equity for the year ended
31 March 2014

Note
Changes in taxpayers’ equity for 2013-14
Balance at 1 April 2013
Transfer of assets and liabilities from closed NHS Bodies as a result of the
1 April 2013 transition
Transfer between reserves in respect of assets transferred from closed
NHS bodies
Adjusted CCG balance at 1 April 2013

General
fund

Revaluation
reserve

Other
reserves

Total
reserves

£000

£000

£000

£000

40

-

-

40

-

-

-

-

40

-

-

40

(303,733)

-

-

(303,733)

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of property, plant and equipment
Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of intangible assets
Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of financial assets
Total revaluations against revaluation reserve

-

-

-

-

Net gain (loss) on available for sale financial assets
Net gain (loss) on revaluation of assets held for sale
Impairments and reversals
Net actuarial gain (loss) on pensions
Movements in other reserves
Transfers between reserves
Release of reserves to the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure
Reclassification adjustment on disposal of available for sale financial
Transfers by absorption to (from) other bodies
Transfer between reserves in respect of assets transferred under
absorption
Reserves eliminated on dissolution
Net Recognised CCG Expenditure for the Financial Year
Net funding
Balance at 31 March 2014

-

-

-

-

(303,693)
290,683
(13,010)

-

-

(303,693)
290,683
(13,010)

Changes in CCG taxpayers’ equity for 2013-14
Net operating costs for the financial year

SOCNE
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Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended
31 March 2014
Note
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net operating costs for the financial year
Depreciation and amortisation
Impairments and reversals
Other gains (losses) on foreign exchange
Donated assets received credited to revenue but non-cash
Government granted assets received credited to revenue but non-cash
Interest paid
Release of PFI deferred credit
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
Increase in trade & other receivables
(Increase)/decrease in other current assets
Increase in trade & other payables
Increase/(decrease) in other current liabilities
Provisions utilised
Increase in provisions
Net Cash Outflow from Operating Activities

22

30

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Interest received
(Payments) for property, plant and equipment
(Payments) for intangible assets
(Payments) for investments with the Department of Health
(Payments) for other financial assets
(Payments) for financial assets (LIFT)
Proceeds from disposal of assets held for sale: property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of assets held for sale: intangible assets
Proceeds from disposal of investments with the Department of Health
Proceeds from disposal of other financial assets
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets (LIFT)
Loans made in respect of LIFT
Loans repaid in respect of LIFT
Rental revenue
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Investing Activities

2013-14
£000
(303,733)
40
(3,414)
16,376
63
(290,668)

-

Net Cash Outflow before Financing

(290,668)

Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Net funding received
Other loans received
Other loans repaid
Capital element of payments in respect of finance leases and on Statement of Financial
Position PFI and LIFT
Capital grants and other capital receipts
Capital receipts surrendered
Net Cash Inflow from Financing Activities
Net Increase in Cash & Cash Equivalents

290,683
290,683
20

15

Cash & Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Financial Year

-

Effect of exchange rate changes on the balance of cash and cash equivalents held in
foreign currencies

-

Cash & Cash Equivalents (including bank overdrafts) at the End of the Financial
Year

15
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Notes to the financial statements
1

Accounting Policies
NHS England has directed that the financial statements of clinical commissioning groups shall meet the
accounting requirements of the Manual for Accounts issued by the Department of Health. Consequently, the
following financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Manual for Accounts 2013-14 issued
by the Department of Health. The accounting policies contained in the Manual for Accounts follow International
Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they are meaningful and appropriate to clinical commissioning
groups, as determined by HM Treasury, which is advised by the Financial Reporting Advisory Board. Where the
Manual for Accounts permits a choice of accounting policy, the accounting policy which is judged to be most
appropriate to the particular circumstances of the clinical commissioning group for the purpose of giving a true
and fair view has been selected. The particular policies adopted by the clinical commissioning group are
described below. They have been applied consistently in dealing with items considered material in relation to the
accounts.
In accordance with the Directions issued by NHS England comparative information is not provided in these
Financial Statements.

1.1

Going Concern
These accounts have been prepared on the going concern basis.
Public sector bodies are assumed to be going concerns where the continuation of the provision of a service in
the future is anticipated, as evidenced by inclusion of financial provision for that service in published documents.

1.2

1.3

1.4

Where a clinical commissioning group ceases to exist, it considers whether or not its services will continue to be
provided (using the same assets, by another public sector entity) in determining whether to use the concept of
going concern for the final set of Financial Statements. If services will continue to be provided the financial
statements are prepared on the going concern basis.
Accounting Convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the revaluation
of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets, inventories and certain financial assets and financial
liabilities.
Acquisitions & Discontinued Operations
Activities are considered to be ‘acquired’ only if they are taken on from outside the public sector. Activities are
considered to be ‘discontinued’ only if they cease entirely. They are not considered to be ‘discontinued’ if they
transfer from one public sector body to another.
Movement of Assets within the Department of Health Group
Transfers as part of reorganisation fall to be accounted for by use of absorption accounting in line with the
Government Financial Reporting Manual, issued by HM Treasury. The Government Financial Reporting Manual
does not require retrospective adoption, so prior year transactions (which have been accounted for under
merger accounting) have not been restated. Absorption accounting requires that entities account for their
transactions in the period in which they took place, with no restatement of performance required when functions
transfer within the public sector. Where assets and liabilities transfer, the gain or loss resulting is recognised in
the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, and is disclosed separately from operating costs.
Other transfers of assets and liabilities within the Department of Health Group are accounted for in line with IAS
20 and similarly give rise to income and expenditure entries.
For transfers of assets and liabilities from those NHS bodies that closed on 1 April 2013, HM Treasury has
agreed that a modified absorption approach should be applied. For these transactions only, gains and losses are
recognised in reserves rather than the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.
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1.5

Charitable Funds
The Clinical Commissioning Group does not hold any charitable funds.

1.6

Pooled Budgets
The Clinical Commissioning Group has not entered into any pooled budget arrangements.

1.7

Critical Accounting Judgements & Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty
In the application of the clinical commissioning group’s accounting policies, management is required to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are not readily
apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience
and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ from those estimates and the
estimates and underlying assumptions are continually reviewed. Revisions to accounting estimates are
recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period or in the period of
the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

1.7.1

1.7.2

Critical Judgements in Applying Accounting Policies
The clinical commissioning group made no critical judgements, apart from those involving estimations (see
below) that management has made in the process of applying the clinical commissioning group’s accounting
policies that have a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:
Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty
The following are the key estimations that management has made in the process of applying the clinical
commissioning group’s accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in
the financial statements:
- Primary Care practice prescribing information is received by the clinical commissioning group approximately 6
weeks following the end of each reporting period. Management have estimated the year-end prescribing
expenditure based on the forecast provided by the Prescription Pricing Division of the NHS Business Services
Authority. This forecast is based on 10 months actual prescribing data. Analysis of previous year's data would
suggest that there is no reason for this forecast to be materially different to actual year-end prescribing results.
- Following a ruling by the NHS Ombudsman, the Clinical Commissioning Group is potentially liable for
continuing healthcare restitution payments from Western Cheshire residents who have previously been denied
continuing healthcare funding by the Clinical Commissioning Group or its predecessor organisations.
Management have calculated a provision to reflect the likely cost of all known restitution claims received during
the financial year, following both IAS37 'provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets ' and the Clinical
Commissioning Group's accounting policy (note 1.21).
The calculation of the provisions for closedown claims has required a significant degree of judgement and
estimation. The approach used by management is consistent with the approach used by NHS Western Cheshire
PCT to calculate a provision as at 31 March 2013, building in local intelligence in relation to the average claim
period and average cost per week.
The provision made in the 2013/14 financial statements is £52,000 (note 30).

1.8

Revenue
Revenue in respect of services provided is recognised when, and to the extent that, performance occurs, and is
measured at the fair value of the consideration receivable.
Where income is received for a specific activity that is to be delivered in the following year, that income is
deferred.

1.9
1.9.1

Employee Benefits
Short-term Employee Benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments are recognised in the period in which the service is received
from employees, including bonuses earned but not yet taken.
The cost of leave earned but not taken by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial
statements to the extent that employees are permitted to carry forward leave into the following period.

1.9.2

Retirement Benefit Costs
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Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme. The scheme is an
unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies, allowed
under the direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. The scheme is not designed to be run in a
way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities.
Therefore, the scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the clinical
commissioning group of participating in the scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the scheme
for the accounting period.
For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are not funded by the
scheme. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to expenditure at the time the clinical
commissioning group commits itself to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.
1.10

Other Expenses
Other operating expenses are recognised when, and to the extent that, the goods or services have been
received. They are measured at the fair value of the consideration payable.
Expenses and liabilities in respect of grants are recognised when the clinical commissioning group has a
present legal or constructive obligation, which occurs when all of the conditions attached to the payment have
been met.
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1.11
1.11.1

Property, Plant & Equipment
Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised if:
•   It is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;
• It is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential will be supplied to the clinical
commissioning group;
•   It is expected to be used for more than one financial year;
• The cost of the item can be measured reliably; and,
• The item has a cost of at least £5,000; or,
•  Collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more than £250,
where the assets are functionally interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are
anticipated to have simultaneous disposal dates and are under single managerial control; or,
• Items form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit, irrespective of their
individual or collective cost.
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly different asset
lives, the components are treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own useful economic lives.

1.11.2

Valuation
All property, plant and equipment are measured initially at cost, representing the cost directly attributable to
acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of
operating in the manner intended by management. All assets are measured subsequently at fair value.
Land and buildings used for the clinical commissioning group’s services or for administrative purposes are
stated in the statement of financial position at their re-valued amounts, being the fair value at the date of
revaluation less any impairment.
Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying amounts are not materially different
from those that would be determined at the end of the reporting period. Fair values are determined as follows:
• Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use; and,
• Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost.
HM Treasury has adopted a standard approach to depreciated replacement cost valuations based on modern
equivalent assets and, where it would meet the location requirements of the service being provided, an
alternative site can be valued.

1.11.3

Properties in the course of construction for service or administration purposes are carried at cost, less any
impairment loss. Cost includes professional fees but not borrowing costs, which are recognised as expenses
immediately, as allowed by IAS 23 for assets held at fair value. Assets are re-valued and depreciation
commences when they are brought into use.
Fixtures and equipment are carried at depreciated historic cost as this is not considered to be materially different
from fair value.
An increase arising on revaluation is taken to the revaluation reserve except when it reverses an impairment for
the same asset previously recognised in expenditure, in which case it is credited to expenditure to the extent of
the decrease previously charged there. A revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss of economic
value or service potential is recognised as an impairment charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that
there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and, thereafter, to expenditure. Impairment losses that arise from
a clear consumption of economic benefit are taken to expenditure. Gains and losses recognised in the
revaluation reserve are reported as other comprehensive income in the Statement of Comprehensive Net
Expenditure.
Subsequent Expenditure
Where subsequent expenditure enhances an asset beyond its original specification, the directly attributable cost
is capitalised. Where subsequent expenditure restores the asset to its original specification, the expenditure is
capitalised and any existing carrying value of the item replaced is written-out and charged to operating
expenses.
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1.12
1.12.1

Intangible Assets
Recognition
Intangible assets are non-monetary assets without physical substance, which are capable of sale separately
from the rest of the clinical commissioning group’s business or which arise from contractual or other legal rights.
They are recognised only:
•  When it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, the clinical
commissioning group;
•  Where the cost of the asset can be measured reliably; and,
•  Where the cost is at least £5,000.
Intangible assets acquired separately are initially recognised at fair value. Software that is integral to the
operating of hardware, for example an operating system, is capitalised as part of the relevant item of property,
plant and equipment. Software that is not integral to the operation of hardware, for example application
software, is capitalised as an intangible asset. Expenditure on research is not capitalised but is recognised as an
operating expense in the period in which it is incurred. Internally-generated assets are recognised if, and only if,
all of the following have been demonstrated:
• The technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it will be available for use;
• The intention to complete the intangible asset and use it;
• The ability to sell or use the intangible asset;
• How the intangible asset will generate probable future economic benefits or service potential;
The availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the intangible asset and sell or
use it; and,
• The ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during its development.

1.12.2

Measurement
The amount initially recognised for internally-generated intangible assets is the sum of the expenditure incurred
from the date when the criteria above are initially met. Where no internally-generated intangible asset can be
recognised, the expenditure is recognised in the period in which it is incurred.
Following initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at fair value by reference to an active market, or,
where no active market exists, at amortised replacement cost (modern equivalent assets basis), indexed for
relevant price increases, as a proxy for fair value. Internally-developed software is held at historic cost to reflect
the opposing effects of increases in development costs and technological advances.

1.13

Depreciation, Amortisation & Impairments
Freehold land, properties under construction, and assets held for sale are not depreciated.
Otherwise, depreciation and amortisation are charged to write off the costs or valuation of property, plant and
equipment and intangible non-current assets, less any residual value, over their estimated useful lives, in a
manner that reflects the consumption of economic benefits or service potential of the assets. The estimated
useful life of an asset is the period over which the clinical commissioning group expects to obtain economic
benefits or service potential from the asset. This is specific to the clinical commissioning group and may be
shorter than the physical life of the asset itself. Estimated useful lives and residual values are reviewed each
year end, with the effect of any changes recognised on a prospective basis. Assets held under finance leases
are depreciated over their estimated useful lives.
At each reporting period end, the clinical commissioning group checks whether there is any indication that any of
its tangible or intangible non-current assets have suffered an impairment loss. If there is indication of an
impairment loss, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated to determine whether there has been a loss
and, if so, its amount. Intangible assets not yet available for use are tested for impairment annually.
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A revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss of economic value or service potential is recognised as
an impairment charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the
asset and, thereafter, to expenditure. Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit
are taken to expenditure. Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is
increased to the revised estimate of the recoverable amount but capped at the amount that would have been
determined had there been no initial impairment loss. The reversal of the impairment loss is credited to
expenditure to the extent of the decrease previously charged there and thereafter to the revaluation reserve.
1.14

1.15

Donated Assets
Donated non-current assets are capitalised at their fair value on receipt, with a matching credit to Income. They
are valued, depreciated and impaired as described above for purchased assets. Gains and losses on
revaluations, impairments and sales are as described above for purchased assets. Deferred income is
recognised only where conditions attached to the donation preclude immediate recognition of the gain.
Government Grants
The value of assets received by means of a government grant are credited directly to income. Deferred income
is recognised only where conditions attached to the grant preclude immediate recognition of the gain.

1.16

Non-current Assets Held For Sale
Non-current assets are classified as held for sale if their carrying amount will be recovered principally through a
sale transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition is regarded as met when:
• The sale is highly probable;
• The asset is available for immediate sale in its present condition; and,
• Management is committed to the sale, which is expected to qualify for recognition as a completed sale within
one year from the date of classification.
Non-current assets held for sale are measured at the lower of their previous carrying amount and fair value less
costs to sell. Fair value is open market value including alternative uses.
The profit or loss arising on disposal of an asset is the difference between the sale proceeds and the carrying
amount and is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure. On disposal, the balance for the
asset on the revaluation reserve is transferred to the general reserve.

1.17

1.17.1

Property, plant and equipment that is to be scrapped or demolished does not qualify for recognition as held for
sale. Instead, it is retained as an operational asset and its economic life is adjusted. The asset is de-recognised
when it is scrapped or demolished.
Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred
to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.
The Clinical Commissioning Group as Lessee
Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases are initially recognised, at the inception of the lease, at
fair value or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments, with a matching liability for the lease
obligation to the lessor. Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and reduction of the lease
obligation so as to achieve a constant rate on interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges
are recognised in calculating the clinical commissioning group’s surplus/deficit.
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Lease
incentives are recognised initially as a liability and subsequently as a reduction of rentals on a straight-line basis
over the lease term.
Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land and building components are separated and individually
assessed as to whether they are operating or finance leases.
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1.17.2

1.18
1.19

The Clinical Commissioning Group as Lessor
Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recorded as receivables at the amount of the clinical
commissioning group’s net investment in the leases. Finance lease income is allocated to accounting periods so
as to reflect a constant periodic rate of return on the clinical commissioning group’s net investment outstanding
in respect of the leases.
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Initial
direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the
leased asset and recognised on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Private Finance Initiative Transactions
The Clinical Commissioning Group has not entered into any private finance initiative arrangements.
Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value using the first-in first-out cost formula. This is
considered to be a reasonable approximation to fair value due to the high turnover of stocks.

1.20

Cash & Cash Equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on notice of not more
than 24 hours. Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the date of acquisition
and that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
In the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable
on demand and that form an integral part of the clinical commissioning group’s cash management.

1.21  

Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the clinical commissioning group has a present legal or constructive obligation
as a result of a past event, it is probable that the clinical commissioning group will be required to settle the
obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. The amount recognised as a
provision is the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the end of the reporting
period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties. Where a provision is measured using the cash flows
estimated to settle the obligation, its carrying amount is the present value of those cash flows using HM
Treasury’s discount rate as follows:
•  Timing of cash flows (0 to 5 years inclusive): Minus 1.90%
•  Timing of cash flows (6 to 10 years inclusive): Minus 0.65%
•  Timing of cash flows (over 10 years): Plus 2.20%
•  All employee early departures: 1.80%
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered from a
third party, the receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursements will be received
and the amount of the receivable can be measured reliably.
A restructuring provision is recognised when the clinical commissioning group has developed a detailed formal
plan for the restructuring and has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the
restructuring by starting to implement the plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it. The
measurement of a restructuring provision includes only the direct expenditures arising from the restructuring,
which are those amounts that are both necessarily entailed by the restructuring and not associated with ongoing activities of the entity.

1.22  

Clinical Negligence Costs
The NHS Litigation Authority operates a risk pooling scheme under which the clinical commissioning group pays
an annual contribution to the NHS Litigation Authority which in return settles all clinical negligence claims. The
contribution is charged to expenditure. Although the NHS Litigation Authority is administratively responsible for
all clinical negligence cases the legal liability remains with the clinical commissioning group.
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1.23  

1.24

1.25

Non-clinical Risk Pooling
The clinical commissioning group participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third
Parties Scheme. Both are risk pooling schemes under which the clinical commissioning group pays an annual
contribution to the NHS Litigation Authority and, in return, receives assistance with the costs of claims arising.
The annual membership contributions, and any excesses payable in respect of particular claims are charged to
operating expenses as and when they become due.
Carbon Reduction Commitment Scheme
Carbon Reduction Commitment and similar allowances are accounted for as government grant funded
intangible assets if they are not expected to be realised within twelve months, and otherwise as other current
assets. They are valued at open market value. As the clinical commissioning group makes emissions, a
provision is recognised with an offsetting transfer from deferred income. The provision is settled on surrender of
the allowances. The asset, provision and deferred income amounts are valued at fair value at the end of the
reporting period.
Contingencies
A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed
only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of
the clinical commissioning group, or a present obligation that is not recognised because it is not probable that a
payment will be required to settle the obligation or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured sufficiently
reliably. A contingent liability is disclosed unless the possibility of a payment is remote.
A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the clinical
commissioning group. A contingent asset is disclosed where an inflow of economic benefits is probable.

1.26

Where the time value of money is material, contingencies are disclosed at their present value.
Financial Assets
Financial assets are recognised when the clinical commissioning group becomes party to the financial
instrument contract or, in the case of trade receivables, when the goods or services have been delivered.
Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights have expired or the asset has been transferred.

1.26.1

1.26.2

1.26.3

Financial assets are classified into the following categories:
• Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss;
• Held to maturity investments;
•  Available for sale financial assets; and,
•  Loans and receivables.
The classification depends on the nature and purpose of the financial assets and is determined at the time of
initial recognition.
Financial Assets at Fair Value Through Profit and Loss
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts, and contracts with
embedded derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained, are treated as financial assets at fair value
through profit and loss. They are held at fair value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in calculating the
clinical commissioning group’s surplus or deficit for the year. The net gain or loss incorporates any interest
earned on the financial asset.
Held to Maturity Assets
Held to maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed
maturity, and there is a positive intention and ability to hold to maturity. After initial recognition, they are held at
amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment. Interest is recognised using the
effective interest method.
Available For Sale Financial Assets
Available for sale financial assets are non-derivative financial assets that are designated as available for sale or
that do not fall within any of the other three financial asset classifications. They are measured at fair value with
changes in value taken to the revaluation reserve, with the exception of impairment losses. Accumulated gains
or losses are recycled to surplus/deficit on de-recognition.
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1.26.4

Loans & Receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments which are not
quoted in an active market. After initial recognition, they are measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method, less any impairment. Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.
Fair value is determined by reference to quoted market prices where possible, otherwise by valuation
techniques.
The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected
life of the financial asset, to the initial fair value of the financial asset.
At the end of the reporting period, the clinical commissioning group assesses whether any financial assets, other
than those held at ‘fair value through profit and loss’ are impaired. Financial assets are impaired and impairment
losses recognised if there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events which occurred
after the initial recognition of the asset and which has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the asset.

1.27

1.27.1

1.27.2

1.27.3

For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as the difference
between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the revised future cash flows discounted at the
asset’s original effective interest rate. The loss is recognised in expenditure and the carrying amount of the
asset is reduced through a provision for impairment of receivables.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related
objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously recognised impairment
loss is reversed through expenditure to the extent that the carrying amount of the receivable at the date of the
impairment is reversed does not exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been
recognised.
Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised on the statement of financial position when the clinical commissioning group
becomes party to the contractual provisions of the financial instrument or, in the case of trade payables, when
the goods or services have been received. Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the liability has been
discharged, that is, the liability has been paid or has expired.
Loans from the Department of Health are recognised at historical cost. Otherwise, financial liabilities are initially
recognised at fair value.
Financial Guarantee Contract Liabilities
Financial guarantee contract liabilities are subsequently measured at the higher of:
•   The premium received (or imputed) for entering into the guarantee less cumulative amortisation; and,
• The amount of the obligation under the contract, as determined in accordance with IAS 37: Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.
Financial Liabilities at Fair Value Through Profit and Loss
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts, and contracts with
embedded derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained, are treated as financial liabilities at fair
value through profit and loss. They are held at fair value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in the clinical
commissioning group’s surplus/deficit. The net gain or loss incorporates any interest payable on the financial
liability.
Other Financial Liabilities
After initial recognition, all other financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method, except for loans from Department of Health, which are carried at historic cost. The effective interest
rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments through the life of the asset, to the net
carrying amount of the financial liability. Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.

1.28

Value Added Tax
Most of the activities of the clinical commissioning group are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output
tax does not apply and input tax on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant
expenditure category or included in the capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or
input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are stated net of VAT.
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1.29

Foreign Currencies
The clinical commissioning group’s functional currency and presentational currency is sterling. Transactions
denominated in a foreign currency are translated into sterling at the exchange rate ruling on the dates of the
transactions. At the end of the reporting period, monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are
retranslated at the spot exchange rate on 31 March. Resulting exchange gains and losses for either of these are
recognised in the clinical commissioning group’s surplus/deficit in the period in which they arise.

1.30

1.31

Third Party Assets
Assets belonging to third parties (such as money held on behalf of patients) are not recognised in the accounts
since the clinical commissioning group has no beneficial interest in them.
Losses & Special Payments
Losses and special payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it agreed funds for
the health service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are
therefore subject to special control procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into
different categories, which govern the way that individual cases are handled.

1.32

1.33   

1.34  

1.35

Losses and special payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in expenditure on an accruals
basis, including losses which would have been made good through insurance cover had the clinical
commissioning group not been bearing its own risks (with insurance premiums then being included as normal
revenue expenditure).
Subsidiaries
Material entities over which the clinical commissioning group has the power to exercise control so as to obtain
economic or other benefits are classified as subsidiaries and are consolidated. Their income and expenses;
gains and losses; assets, liabilities and reserves; and cash flows are consolidated in full into the appropriate
financial statement lines. Appropriate adjustments are made on consolidation where the subsidiary’s accounting
policies are not aligned with the clinical commissioning group or where the subsidiary’s accounting date is not coterminus.
Subsidiaries that are classified as ‘held for sale’ are measured at the lower of their carrying amount or ‘fair value
less costs to sell’.
Associates
Material entities over which the clinical commissioning group has the power to exercise significant influence so
as to obtain economic or other benefits are classified as associates and are recognised in the clinical
commissioning group’s accounts using the equity method. The investment is recognised initially at cost and is
adjusted subsequently to reflect the clinical commissioning group’s share of the entity’s profit/loss and other
gains/losses. It is also reduced when any distribution is received by the clinical commissioning group from the
entity.
Joint ventures that are classified as ‘held for sale’ are measured at the lower of their carrying amount or ‘fair
value less costs to sell’.
Joint Ventures
Material entities over which the clinical commissioning group has joint control with one or more other parties so
as to obtain economic or other benefits are classified as joint ventures. Joint ventures are accounted for using
the equity method.
Joint ventures that are classified as ‘held for sale’ are measured at the lower of their carrying amount or ‘fair
value less costs to sell’.
Joint Operations
Joint operations are activities undertaken by the clinical commissioning group in conjunction with one or more
other parties but which are not performed through a separate entity. The clinical commissioning group records
its share of the income and expenditure; gains and losses; assets and liabilities; and cash flows.
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1.36

1.37

Research & Development
Research and development expenditure is charged in the year in which it is incurred, except insofar as
development expenditure relates to a clearly defined project and the benefits of it can reasonably be regarded
as assured. Expenditure so deferred is limited to the value of future benefits expected and is amortised through
the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure on a systematic basis over the period expected to benefit
from the project. It should be re-valued on the basis of current cost. The amortisation is calculated on the same
basis as depreciation.
Accounting Standards That Have Been Issued But Have Not Yet Been Adopted
The Government Financial Reporting Manual does not require the following Standards and Interpretations to be
applied in 2013-14, all of which are subject to consultation:
•   IAS 27: Separate Financial Statements
•   IAS 28: Investments in Associates & Joint Ventures
•   IAS 32: Financial Instruments – Presentation (amendment)
•   IFRS 9: Financial Instruments
•   IFRS 10: Consolidated Financial Statements
•   IFRS 11: Joint Arrangements
•   IFRS 12: Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
•   IFRS 13: Fair Value Measurement
The application of the Standards as revised would not have a material impact on the accounts for 2013-14, were
they applied in that year.
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2 Financial performance targets
Clinical commissioning groups have a number of financial duties under the NHS Act 2006 (as amended).
The clinical commissioning group’s performance against those duties was as follows:
2013-14
Target
£000
308,358
308,358
6,070

Expenditure not to exceed income
Capital resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Revenue resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Capital resource use on specified matter(s) does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Revenue resource use on specified matter(s) does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Revenue administration resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions

3 Other Operating Revenue

2013-14
Total

2013-14
Admin

Programme

£000

£000

£000

Non-patient care services to other bodies
Total other operating revenue

41
41

2013-14
2013-14
Performance Surplus/(deficit)
£000
£000
303,733
4,625
303,733
4,625
5,896
174

2013-14

-

41
41

Admin revenue is revenue received that is not directly attributable to the provision of healthcare or healthcare services.
Revenue in this note does not include cash received from NHS England, which is drawn down directly into the bank account of the CCG and credited to the General
Fund.

4 Revenue
The clinical commissioning group did not receive any revenue from the rendering of services or sale of goods during the period.

5 Employee benefits and staff numbers
5.1.1 Employee benefits

2013-14
Permanent
Employees
£000

Total
£000

Other

Total

£000

£000

Admin
Permanent
Employees
£000

Programme
Permanent
Employees
£000

Other
£000

Employee Benefits
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Employer Contributions to NHS Pension scheme
Gross employee benefits expenditure

1,812
162
212
2,186

1,792
162
212
2,166

20
20

1,747
158
206
2,111

1,727
158
206
2,091

20
20

65
4
6
75

Net employee benefits excluding capitalised costs

2,186

2,166

20

2,111

2,091

20

75

5.1.2 Recoveries in respect of employee benefits
The clinical commissioning group did not receive any recoveries in respect of employee benefits during the period.

5.2 Average number of people employed
Total
Number
Total

41

2013-14
Permanently
employed
Number
41

Other
Number
-

5.3 Staff sickness absence and ill health retirements
There were no retirements due to ill health during the period. The Clinical Commissioning Group's absence levels stood at 2.53% at the end of March 2014.

5.4 Exit packages agreed in the financial year
The clinical commissioning group did not agree any exit packages during the period.
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5.5 Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pension Scheme. Details of the benefits
payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/Pensions.
The Scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, GP practices and other bodies,
allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. The Scheme is not designed to be run
in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities.

Therefore, the Scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the clinical
commissioning group of participating in the Scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the Scheme
for the accounting period.
The Scheme is subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years (until 2004, every five years) and an accounting
valuation every year. An outline of these follows:

5.5.1 Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the Scheme
(taking into account its recent demographic experience), and to recommend the contribution rates to be paid by
employers and scheme members. The last such valuation, which determined current contribution rates was
undertaken as at 31 March 2004 and covered the period from 1 April 1999 to that date. The conclusion from the
2004 valuation was that the Scheme had accumulated a notional deficit of £3.3 billion against the notional assets as
at 31 March 2004.
In order to defray the costs of benefits, employers pay contributions at 14% of Pensionable pay and most
employees had up to April 2008 paid 6%, with manual staff paying 5%.
Following the full actuarial review by the Government Actuary undertaken as at 31 March 2004, and after
consideration of changes to the NHS Pension Scheme taking effect from 1 April 2008, his Valuation report
recommended that employer contributions could continue at the existing rate of 14% of Pensionable pay, from 1
April 2008, following the introduction of employee contributions on a tiered scale from 5% up to 8.5% of their
Pensionable pay depending on total earnings. On advice from the scheme actuary, scheme contributions may be
varied from time to time to reflect changes in the scheme’s liabilities.
The last published actuarial valuation undertaken by the NHS Pension Scheme was completed for the year ending
31 March 2004. Consequently, a formal actuarial valuation would have been due for the year ending 31 March
2008. However, formal actuarial valuations for unfunded public service schemes were suspended by HM Treasury
on value for money grounds while consideration is given to recent changes to public service pensions, and while
future scheme terms are developed as part of the reforms to public service pensions due in 2015.

5.5.2 Accounting valuation
A valuation of the scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary as at the end of the reporting period
by updating the results of the full actuarial valuation.
Between the full actuarial valuations at a two-year midpoint, a full and detailed member data-set is provided to the
scheme actuary. At this point the assumptions regarding the composition of the scheme membership are updated to
allow the scheme liability to be valued.
The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March 2011 is based on detailed membership data as at 31 March
2008 (the latest midpoint) updated to 31 March 2011 with summary global member and accounting data.

The latest assessment of the liabilities of the Scheme is contained in the scheme actuary report, which forms part of
the annual NHS Pension Scheme (England and Wales) Resource Account, published annually. These accounts
can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website. Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
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5.5 Pension costs
5.5.3 Scheme Provisions
The NHS Pension Scheme provides defined benefits, which are summarised below. This list is an illustrative guide only,
and is not intended to detail all the benefits provided by the Scheme or the specific conditions that must be met before
these benefits can be obtained:
• The Scheme is a “final salary” scheme. Annual pensions are normally based on 1/80th for the 1995 section and of the
best of the last three years pensionable pay for each year of service, and 1/60th for the 2008 section of reckonable pay
per year of membership. Members who are practitioners as defined by the Scheme Regulations have their annual
pensions based upon total pensionable earnings over the relevant pensionable service;
• With effect from 1 April 2008 members can choose to give up some of their annual pension for an additional tax free
lump sum, up to a maximum amount permitted under HM Revenue & Customs rules. This new provision is known as
“pension commutation”;
• Annual increases are applied to pension payments at rates defined by the Pensions (Increase) Act 1971, and are based
on changes in retail prices in the twelve months ending 30 September in the previous calendar year;
• Early payment of a pension, with enhancement, is available to members of the Scheme who are permanently incapable
of fulfilling their duties effectively through illness or infirmity. A death gratuity of twice final year’s pensionable pay for death
in service, and five times their annual pension for death after retirement is payable;

• For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are not funded by the scheme.
The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to the statement of comprehensive net expenditure at the
time the clinical commissioning group commits itself to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment; and,
• Members can purchase additional service in the Scheme and contribute to money purchase AVC’s run by the Scheme’s
approved providers or by other Free Standing Additional Voluntary Contributions (FSAVC) providers.
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6 Operating expenses

2013-14

2013-14

2013-14

Total
£000

Admin
£000

Programme
£000

Gross employee benefits
Employee benefits excluding governing body members
Executive governing body members
Total gross employee benefits
Other costs
Services from other CCGs and NHS England
Services from foundation trusts
Services from other NHS trusts
Services from other NHS bodies
Purchase of healthcare from non-NHS bodies
Chair and lay membership body and governing body members
Supplies and services – clinical
Supplies and services – general
Consultancy services
Establishment
Transport
Premises
Impairments and reversals of receivables
Inventories written down
Depreciation
Amortisation
Impairments and reversals of property, plant and equipment
Impairments and reversals of intangible assets
Impairments and reversals of financial assets
·          Assets carried at amortised cost
·          Assets carried at cost
·          Available for sale financial assets
Impairments and reversals of non-current assets held for sale
Impairments and reversals of investment properties
Audit fees
Other auditor’s remuneration:
·          Internal audit services
·          Other services
General dental services and personal dental services
Prescribing costs
Pharmaceutical services
General ophthalmic services
GPMS/APMS and PCTMS
Other professional fees excl. audit
Grants to other public bodies
Clinical negligence
Research and development (excluding staff costs)
Education and training
Change in discount rate
Other expenditure
Total other costs
Total operating expenses

1,211
975
2,186

1,136
975
2,111

75
75

3,991
207,973
14,104
2,062
27,595
169
312
3,640
219
545
18
842
40
92

1,973
2
169
603
178
150
18
83
40
92

2,018
207,971
14,104
2,062
27,595
312
3,037
41
395
759
-

82
37,386
2,100
359
59
301,588

82
358
37
3,785

37,386
2,100
1
22
0
297,803

303,774

5,896

297,878

Admin expenditure relates to payments other than direct payments for the provision of healthcare or healthcare services.

6.1 Better Payment Practice Code
Measure of compliance

2013-14
Number

2013-14
£000

Non-NHS Payables
Total Non-NHS Trade invoices paid in the Year
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices paid within target
Percentage of Non-NHS Trade invoices paid within target

6,665
6,491
97.39%

29,620
28,923
97.65%

NHS Payables
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid within target
Percentage of NHS Trade Invoices paid within target

1,491
1,414
94.84%

230,673
226,305
98.11%

The Better Payment Practice Code requires the CCG to aim to pay all valid invoices by the due date or within 30
days of receipt of a valid invoice, whichever is later.

6.2 The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
There were no late payments of commercial debts during the period.

7 Income Generation Activities
The clinical commissioning group does not undertake any income generation19
activities.
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8. Investment revenue
The clinical commissioning group did not generate any investment revenue during the period.

9. Other gains and losses
There were no other gains and losses during the period.

10. Finance costs
The clinical commissioning group did not incur any finance costs during the period.

11. Net gain/(loss) on transfer by absorption
There were no net gains or losses on transfer by absorption during the period.

12. Operating Leases
12.1 As lessee
12.1.1 Payments recognised as an Expense

2013-14

Land
£000
Payments recognised as an expense
Minimum lease payments
Contingent rents
Sub-lease payments
Total

Buildings
£000
-

Other
£000

832
832

Total
£000
7
7

12.1.2 Future minimum lease payments

2013-14

Land
£000
Payable:
No later than one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Total

839
839

Buildings
£000
-

Other
£000
-

Total
£000
8
1
9

8
1
9

The clinical commissioning group occupies property owned and managed by NHS Property Services
Ltd. For 2013/14, a transitional rent based on annual property cost was agreed. This is reflected in Note
12.1.1 above.
While our arrangements with NHS Property Services Ltd fall within the definition of operating leases, the
rental charge for future years has not been agreed. Consequently, this note does not include future
minimum lease payments for these arrangements.

12.2 As lessor
The clinical commissioning group was not party to any agreements as a lessor.
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13 Property, plant and equipment
2013-14

Information
technology

Total

£000

£000

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2013
Transfer of assets from closed NHS bodies as a result of the 1 April 2013
transition
Adjusted Cost or valuation at 1 April 2013
Impairments charged
At 31 March 2014

-

-

40
40

40
40

(40)
-

(40)
-

Depreciation 1 April 2013
At 31 March 2014

-

-

Net Book Value at 31 March 2014

-

-

The clinical commissioning group received £40,000 of IT equipment on 1 April 2013. these assets have
been fully impaired. The following additional notes are also provided:

- 13.1 the clinical commissioning group does not have any assets under construction.
- 13.2 the clinical commissioning group does not have any donated assets.
- 13.3 the clinical commissioning group does not have any government granted assets.
- 13.4 the clinical commissioning group does not have any property.
- 13.5 the clinical commissioning group did not receive any compensation from thrid parties for assets
impaired, lost or given up during the period.
- 13.6 there were no assets written down to recoverable amounts or reversals of previous write-down in the
period.
- 13.7 there were no temporarily idle assets dring the period.
- 13.8 the clinical commissioning group does not have any full depreciated assets.

14 Intangible non-current assets
The clinical commissioning group did not hold any intangible non-current assets as at 31/3/2014.

15 Investment property
The clinical commissioning group had no investment property as at 31 March 2014.

16 Inventories
The clinical commissioning group had no inventories as at 31 March 2014.
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17 Trade and other receivables

2013-14
£000

NHS receivables: Revenue
NHS prepayments and accrued income
Non-NHS receivables: Revenue
Non-NHS prepayments and accrued income
VAT
Other receivables
Total

672
1
0
261
4
2,476
3,414

Total current and non current

3,414

A significant amount of trade is with NHS England. As NHS England is funded by Government to provide
funding to clinical commissioning groups to commission services, no credit scoring of them is considered
necessary.

17.1 Receivables past their due date but not impaired

2013-14
£000
12
12

By up to three months
By three to six months
By more than six months
Total

The clinical commissioning group did not hold any collateral against receivables outstanding at 31 March
2014.

17.2 Provision for impairment of receivables
The clinical commissioning group has no provision for impairment of receivables. All outstanding invoices
debt as at 31st March 2014 is expected to be settled in full.

18 Other financial assets
The clinical commissioning group had no other financial assets as at 31 March 2014.

19 Other current assets
The clinical commissioning group had no other current assets as at 31 March 2014.

20 Cash and cash equivalents
2013-14
£000
Balance at 1 April 2013
Net change in year
Balance at 31 March 2014

15
15

Made up of:
Cash with the Government Banking Service
Cash and cash equivalents as in statement of financial position

15
15

Total bank overdrafts

-

Balance at 31 March 2014

15
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21 Non-current assets held for sale
The clinical commissioning group does not have any assets held for sale as at 31/3/2014.

22 Analysis of impairments and reversals
22.1 Analysis of impairments and reversals: property, plant and equipment
2013-14
£000
Impairments and reversals charged to the statement of comprehensive net expenditure
Other
Total charged to annually managed expenditure
Total impairments and reversals charged to the statement of comprehensive net expenditure

(40)
(40)

Total impairments and reversals of property, plant and equipment

(40)

The following additional notes are also provided on impairments:
- 22.2
- 22.3
- 22.4
- 22.5
- 22.6

there were no impairments or reversals of intangible assets during the period.
there were no impairments or reversals of investment property during the period.
there were no impairments or reversals of inventory during the period.
there were no impairments or reversals in respect of financial assets during the period.
there were no impairments or reversals of assets held for sale during the period.

22.7 Analysis of impairments and reversals: totals
2013-14
£000
Impairments and reversals charged to the statement of comprehensive net expenditure
Departmental expenditure limit
Annually managed expenditure

(40)

Total impairments and reversals charged to the statement of comprehensive net expenditure

(40)

Impairments and reversals charged to the revaluation reserve
Total impairments

(40)
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Current
2013-14
£000

23 Trade and other payables

NHS payables: revenue
NHS accruals and deferred income
Non-NHS payables: revenue
Non-NHS accruals and deferred income
Social security costs
Tax
Other payables
Total

5,454
267
4,340
5,546
51
52
666
16,376

Total payables (current and non-current)

16,376

24 Other financial liabilities
The clinical commissioning group does not have any other financial liabilities as at 31 March 2014.

25 Other liabilities
The clinical commissioning group does not have any other liabilities as at 31 March 2014.

26 Borrowings
At 31 March 2014 the clinical commissioning group did not have any borrowings.

26.1 Repayment of principal falling due
The clinical commissioning group has no outstanding principal as at 31 March 2014.

27 Private finance initiative, LIFT and other service concession arrangements
The clinical commissioning group has not entered into any PFI or NHS LIFT arrangements.

28 Finance lease obligations
As at 31 March 2014 the clinical commissioning group has not entered into any finance lease arrangements.

29 Finance lease receivables
As at 31 March 2014 the clinical commissioning group has not entered into any finance lease arrangements
as a lessor.
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30 Provisions
Current
2013-14
£000
Pensions relating to former directors
Pensions relating to other staff
Restructuring
Redundancy
Agenda for change
Equal pay
Legal claims
Continuing care
Other
Total

52
12
64

Continuing
Care
£000s
Balance at 1 April 2013
Transfer of assets from closed NHS bodies as a result of the
1 April 2013 transition
Adjusted balance at 1 April 2013

Non-current
2013-14
£000
-

Other

Total

£000s

£000s

-

-

-

-

-

-

Arising during the year
Utilised during the year
Reversed unused
Unwinding of discount
Change in discount rate
Transfer (to) from other public sector body
Balance at 31 March 2014

52
52

12
12

64
-

Expected timing of cash flows:
Within one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Balance at 31 March 2014

52
52

12
12

64
64

A provision of £52,000 has been included for in respect of the potential costs of restitution payments resulting from
the NHS Ombudsman's ruling of continuing healthcare. The provision has been calculated in line with the clinical
commissioning group's accounting policies (see note 1.7.2, key source of estimation uncertainty and provisions).
Provisions classed as 'other' relate to un-used annual leave as at 31 March 2014.

31 Contingencies
The clinical commissioning group has not agreed any contingencies as at 31 March 2014.

32 Commitments
32.1 Capital commitments
The clinical commissioning group did not have any capital commitments as at 31 March 2014.

32.2 Other financial commitments
The clinical commissioning group has not entered into any non-cancellable contracts (which are not leases, private
finance initiative contracts or other service concession arrangements).
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33 Financial instruments
33.1 Financial risk management
Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have had during
the period in creating or changing the risks a body faces in undertaking its activities.
Because the clinical commissioning group is financed through parliamentary funding, it is not exposed to the
degree of financial risk faced by business entities. Also, financial instruments play a much more limited role in
creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed companies, to which the financial reporting standards
mainly apply. The clinical commissioning group has limited powers to borrow or invest surplus funds and
financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-to-day operational activities rather than being held to
change the risks facing the clinical commissioning group in undertaking its activities.
Treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters defined
formally within the clinical commissioning group’s standing financial instructions and policies agreed by the
Governing Body. Treasury activity is subject to review by the clinical commissioning group’s internal auditors.

33.1.1 Currency risk
The clinical commissioning group is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions,
assets and liabilities being in the UK and sterling based. The clinical commissioning group has no overseas
operations. The clinical commissioning group therefore has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations.

33.1.2 Interest rate risk
The clinical commissioning group borrows from government for capital expenditure, subject to affordability as
confirmed by NHS England. The borrowings are for 1 to 25 years, in line with the life of the associated assets,
and interest is charged at the National Loans Fund rate, fixed for the life of the loan. The clinical commissioning
group therefore has low exposure to interest rate fluctuations.

33.1.3 Credit risk
Because the majority of the clinical commissioning group’s revenue comes parliamentary funding, the clinical
commissioning group has low exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at the end of the financial
year are in receivables from customers, as disclosed in the trade and other receivables note.

33.1.4 Liquidity risk
The clinical commissioning group is required to operate within revenue and capital resource limits agreed with
NHS England, which are financed from resources voted annually by Parliament. The clinical commissioning
group draws down cash to cover expenditure, from NHS England, as the need arises. The clinical
commissioning group is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.

33.2 Financial assets

At ‘fair
value’
2013-14
£000

Receivables:
·          NHS
·          Non-NHS
Cash at bank and in hand
Other financial assets
Total at 31 March 2014

33.3 Financial liabilities

Payables:
·          NHS
·          Non-NHS
Total at 31 March 2014

Loans and
Receivables
2013-14
£000

Available for
Sale
2013-14
£000

672
0
15
2,476
3,163

At ‘fair
value’
2013-14
£000

Other

Total

2013-14
£000

2013-14
£000

5,722
9,886
15,608
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5,722
9,886
15,608

Total
2013-14
£000
672
0
15
2,476
3,163
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34 Operating segments
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) require financial performance to be analysed across key decision making
segments. The clinical commissioning group only has one segment; commissioning of healthcare services.

35 Pooled budgets
The clinical commissioning group was not party to any pooled budget arrangements during 2013-14.

36 NHS Lift investments
The clinical commissioning group had no NHS LIFT investments in 2013-14

37 Intra-government and other balances

Balances with:
·          Other Central Government bodies
Balances with NHS bodies:
·          NHS bodies outside the Departmental Group
·          NHS Trusts and Foundation Trusts
Total of balances with NHS bodies:
·          Public corporations and trading funds
·          Bodies external to Government
Total balances at 31 March 2014

Current
Receivables

Non-current
Receivables

Current
Payables

Non-current
Payables

2013-14
£000

2013-14
£000

2013-14
£000

2013-14
£000

-

-

60

-

140
533
673
2,741
3,414

-

706
5,016
5,722
10,594
16,376

-

38 Events after the end of the reporting period
There are no post balance sheet events which will have a material effect on the financial statements of the clinical commissioning
group or consolidated group.

39 Third party assets
The clinical commissioning group did not hold any third party assets as at 31 March 2014.

40 Losses and special payments
40.1 Losses
As parliament does not agree or approve provision for future losses when voting money or passing specific legislation, such
transactions when they arise are subject to greater scrutiny and control than other payments.
The clinical commissioning group did not incur any losses during financial year 2013/14.

40.2 Special payments
In voting money or passing specific legislation, parliament does not and cannot approve special payments outside of the normal
range of departmental activity. Such transactions are, therefore, subject to greater control than other payments.
The clinical commissioning group did not incur any losses during financial year 2013/14.

41 Impact of IFRS
Accounting under IFRS had no impact on the results of the clinical commissioning group during the 2013/14 financial year.

42 Analysis of charitable reserves
The clinical commissioning group does not administer or hold any charitable funds / reserves.
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43 Related party transactions
Details of related party transactions with individuals are as follows:
Name

Title

Relationship to Related Party

Related Party/Organisation

£

£

£

£

Payments
to Related
Party

Receipts
from
Related
Party

Amounts
Owed to
Related
Party

Amounts
Due from
Related
Party

Caryn Cox

Director of Public Health, Cheshire West and Chester Council

Director of Public Health, Cheshire West and
Chester Council

Cheshire West and Chester Council

Chris Hannah

Lay member / Vice Chair

Lay member / Vice Chair

Skills for Health

Chris Hannah

Lay member / Vice Chair

Acting Chair

Alternative Futures Group

Mike Zeiderman

Secondary Care Physician CCG Governing Body

Physician

Renacres Hall Hospital

Mike Zeiderman

Secondary Care Physician CCG Governing Body

Physician

Spire Healthcare

Carole Holmes

Network (City) Practice Representative

Husband is Chairman of the Board

Chris Fryar

Network GP representative

Director

Tim Saunders

Clinical Mental Health Lead

Chair and Director

Tony Bland

Network GP representative

Director and Shareholder

Gareth James

Chief Finance Officer

Wife is Associate Director of Effective Services

Claire Westmorland

City Network Chair & Governing Body Member

Stepfather is Psychiatric Nurse at CWP

Laura Millard

Commissioning Lead

GP Lead for Obesity

Michael Lowrie

Elms Medical Centre Rep

Partner is nurse at CWP

David Gilburt

Lay member Designate Finance and Audit

Interim Director of Finance

Ealing Hospitals NHS Trust

1,323

Rob Nolan

Director of Contracts and Performance

Wirral CCG

5,949

16,036

155,600

43,687

Laura Millard

Commissioning Lead

Joint Role Director of Contracts and
Performance
Bariatric Assessment Service

131,859,182

0

248,834

328

Laura Millard

Commissioning Lead

Bariatric Assessment Service

5 Borough's Partnership

.

Cheshire Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust

Countess of Chester Hospital

756,505

690,630

2,085

0

783,197

437

3,374

7,682

1,467,394

77,948

90

141,456

52,375,969

1,276,084

2,112

22,050

0

Laura Marsh

Director of Commissioning

3,870,002

579,577

Practice Representative

Husband is employee of Cheshire and
Merseyside CSU
GP Partner

Cheshire and Merseyside CSU

Martin Allan

Northgate Medical Centre

61,988

20,358

Robin Davies

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Northgate Village Surgery

184,588

29,632

Rowan Brookes

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Upton Village Surgery

98,782

19,358

Rajesh Rajan

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Frodsham Medical Practice

113,147

21,704

Jonathon Gregson

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Helsby Health Centre

184,100

44,140

Simon Powell

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Hope Farm Medical Centre

144,743

940

Jim Hinds

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Kelsall Medical Centre

299,189

19,317

Chris Steere

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Neston Medical Centre

135,874

26,662

Andy Campbell

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Tarporley Health Centre (Campbell)

465,049

1,560

Marc England

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Whitby Group Practice Surgery (Green)

36,285

470

Jon Stringer

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Whitby Group Practice Surgery (Red)

44,952

Fiona Warren

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Whitby Group Practice Surgery (Black)

31,617

670

Chris MacDonald

Practice Representative

GP Partner

York Road Group Practice

191,564

41,283

Helen Black

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Bunbury Medical Practice

438,578

1,360

Linds Duffin

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Farndon Health Centre

94,616

20,315

Kate Bushell

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Garden Lane Medical Centre

104,398

1,660

Alistair Adey

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Tarporley Health Centre (Gleek)

161,575

32,243

Geff Meyer

Practice Representative

GP Partner

The Willaston Surgery

24,673

0

Mark Adam

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Westminster Surgery

11,805

640

Nigel Wood

Practice Representative

GP Partner

Ged Faulks

Clinical Quality Lead

GP Partner

The Great Sutton Medical Centre (Red/Woods)

121,392

24,840

Carole Holmes

Network (City) Practice Representative

Partner

Tim Saunders

Clinical Mental Health Lead

Wife is GP at Handbridge

The Handbridge Medical Centre

100,212

22,119

Louise Davies

Vice Chair of Rural Network Sub Committee WC CCG

GP Partner

Malpas Surgery (Laurel Bank)

532,709

34,539

Sally Shaw

Clinical Lead End of Life Care and GP Partner

GP Partner

Old Hall Surgery

126,107

22,906

Annabel Jones

Respiratory Lead for Long Term Conditions

GP Principle

Boughton Health Centre

281,201

48,983

Daniel Jones

Clinical Lead for ICT

GP Partner

Dr CR Neukom & Partners (City Walls Medical Centre)

307,976

82,311

Tim Saunders

Clinical Mental Health Lead

GP Partner

Heath Lane Medical Centre

122,633

26,022

Tony Bland

Practice Representative

GP Principal

Hoole Surgery

100,210

20,061

Christopher Ritchieson

Practice Representative

GP Partner

The Great Sutton Medical Centre (Green/Wearne)

156,481

25,253

Michael Lowrie

Elms Medical Centre Rep

GP Partner

The Elms Medical Centre

162,848

34,159

R Stewart

Locality Practice Representative

Locality Practice Representative

Park Medical Centre

Claire Westmorland

City Network Chair & Governing Body Member

GP Partner

Western Avenue Medical Centre

66,483

13,473

Philip Milner

CCG Clinical Lead for Planned Care and Nursing Home Network Chair
and Also Rookery Surgery Practice Commissioning Lead

Practice Commissioning Lead

The Rookery Surgery

161,606

14,100

Steve Pomfret

GP Member

GP Member

The Knoll Surgery

566,202

48,094

Huw Charles-Jones

Chair

GP Principle

Lache Health Centre

124,258

20,643

Jeremy Perkins

Board Member

GP Partner

Neston Surgery

156,161

36,209

Andy McAlavey

Medical Director

Medical Director

Great Sutton Medical Centre (Blue/McAlavey)

95,043

19,411

83,528

500

0

39,070

The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the year the clinical commissioning group has had a significant number of material transactions with entities for which the Department is regarded as
the parent Department. For example; NHS Cheshire, Warrington and Wirral Area Team of NHS England and NHS Foundation Trusts such as the Countess of Chester, Wirral, Cheshire and Wirral Partnership and
Warrington and Halton NHS Foundation Trusts.
In addition, the clinical commissioning group has had a number of material transactions with other government departments and other central and local government bodies. Most of these transactions have been with
Cheshire West and Chester Local Authority.
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Register of Interests

Governing Body
Name

Title

Declaration information

Dr Huw
CharlesJones

Chair

• GP Principal, Lache Health Centre,
Hawthorn Road, Chester, CH4 8HX.

Date
Declared
April
2014

Alison Lee

Chief Executive
Officer

• Husband – Photo-Journalist with AgenceFrance-Presse (international news agency).

January
2014

Dr Andy
McAlavey

Medical Director

• GP Principal, Drs Cox McAlavey, Anderton April
& Cunningham, Great Sutton Medical 2014
Centre, Old Chester Road, Ellesmere Port,
CH66 3PB;
• Great Sutton Medical Centre is a member of
Cheshire Primary Care CIC;
• Area 36 Round Table (Cheshire, Wirral,
North Wales).

Dr Claire
Westmoreland

GP Network
Chair (City)

• Stepfather employed by Cheshire & Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust as
Community Psychiatric Nurse;
• Partner at Western Avenue Medical Centre,
with APMS contract for Westminster
Surgery.

February
2014

Dr Jeremy
Perkins

GP Network
Chair
(Ellesmere Port
and Neston)

• General Practitioner Neston Surgery
(provider of primary care) and chair of the
Ellesmere Port and Neston Locality.

April
2014

Dr Steve
Pomfret

GP Network
Chair (Rural)

• GP Principal at the Knoll, Surgery,
Princeway, Frodsham, Cheshire, WA6 6RX;
• Chair of Rural Locality Network;
• Partner in Practice sits on Board of
Compass Charity who may be seeking to
provide counselling services to the NHS.

April
2014

Chris Hannah

Vice Chair / Lay
Member

• Chair, Skills for Health, charity supporting
skills development across the UK health
sector – ongoing;
• Acting chair, Alternative Futures Group,
charity - providing learning disabilities and
mental health services across the North
West – ongoing;
• Director, GoodwinHannah Ltd – Until
31/03/14.

January
2014
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Name
David Gilburt

Title
Lay Member

Declaration information
•

•

•
•

Joint owner of a business known as
Bonduca Solutions which provides
consultancy support, including advice on
financial turnaround, financial planning,
business case development and service
redesign to NHS and other organisations;
Actively involved in activities which support
the Neuromuscular Centre in Winsford,
Cheshire which provides a range of
services and specialist advice for people
with muscular dystrophy;
Interim Director of Finance of the Ealing
Hospitals NHS Trust;
Offer occasional paid ad hoc specialist
advice to the Gerson Lehrman Group which
provides access to research for a wide
range of financial and investments
institutions and life sciences companies.

Date
Declared
February
2014

Pam Smith

Lay Member

• Director of Pam Smith Consultancy Ltd
which offers management advice, research
and support to Local Authorities, Housing
and care providers;
• Associate of Research in Practice for Adult
Social Care;
• AQuA Associate;
• Board Member of Care Plus a subsidiary
Board of Housing Plus in Staffordshire.

April
2014

Mr Mike
Zeiderman

Secondary Care
Physician

• Director of AMOS Medical. Providing NHS
and Private Care at Renacres Hall Hospital,
Halsall Nr Ormskirk and at SPIRE Liverpool
and Formby.

January
2014

Sheila Dilks

Clinical Lead Nursing

• None.

February
2014

Gareth James Chief Finance
Office

• Wife is Associate Director of Effective
Services at Cheshire & Wirral Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust.

January
2014

Rob Nolan

Director of
Contracts and
Performance

• Partner is Audit manager at Mersey Internal
Audit Agency;
• Joint Role with Wirral Clinical
Commissioning Group.

February
2014

Paula Wedd

Head of Quality
& Safeguarding

• None.

January
2014

Laura Marsh

Director of
Commissioning

• Husband is employee of Cheshire and
Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit.

April
2014
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Name

Title

Helen
McCairn

Director of
Partnerships

Caryn Cox

Director of
Public Health,
Cheshire West
and Chester
Council

Declaration information
•
•
•
•

None.

St John Ambulance (West Midlands)
Divisional Officer – 1979 – to date;
Jigsaw Associates – Owner (Public Health
Consultancy) – 2001 – to date;
Health and Safety Executive Member –
Research Ethics Committee – 2007 – to
date.
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Date
Declared
January
2014
January
2014

3

Rural Network
Name

Title

Declaration information

Date
Declared
January
2014

Dr Alistair
Adey

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Tarporley Health Centre
(Gleek)

• None

Dr Helen Black

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Bunbury Medical
Practice
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Kelsall Medical Centre

• None

February
2014

• None

February
2014

Dr Jonathan
Gregson

Rural GP Quality Lead
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Helsby Health Centre

• Chair, Cheshire Primary Care Provider
CIC – 2011 to Present

February
2014

Dr Philip
Milner

CCG Clinical Lead for
Planned Care and Nursing
Home Network Chair
Also Rookery Surgery
Practice Commissioning
Lead
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, The Rookery Surgery

• GP Principal Rookery Surgery Tattenhall
• GP Board Director and Shareholder
Partners4Health APMS Provider
• My daughter Miss Catherine Milner is a
Business Manager at the Grosvenor
Nuffield Hospital Chester

February
2014

Dr Andy
Campbell

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Tarporley Health Centre
(Campbell)

• Honorary Medical Officer Tarporley War
Memorial Hospital

February
2014

Dr Linda Duffin

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Farndon Health Centre

• None

February
2014

Dr Louise
Davies

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Laurel Bank Surgery

• Member of ShropDoc/out of Hours

April 2014

Dr Steve
Pomfret

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, The Knoll Surgery

• GP Principal at the Knoll, Surgery,
Princeway, Frodsham, Cheshire, WA6
6RX;
• Chair of Rural Locality Network;
• Partner in Practice sits on Board of
Compass Charity who may be seeking to
provide counselling services to the NHS.

February
2014

Dr Rajesh
Rajan

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Frodsham Medical
Practice

• None

April 2014

Dr Jim Hinds
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City Network
Name

Title

Declaration information

Date
Declared
January
2014

Network (City) Practice
Representative
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Handbridge Medical
Centre
Network Representative

•
•

Partner, Handbridge Medical Centre
Husband, Tim Saunders is Chairman of
board of P4H

•

Director of Partners 4 Health

February
2014

Dr Claire
City Network Chair &
Westmorland Governing Body Member
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Western Avenue Medical
Centre

•

February
2014

Dr Kate
Bushell

GP Networks
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Garden Lane Medical
Centre

•

Stepfather employed by Cheshire & Wirral
Partnership as Community Psychiatric
Nurse
Partner at Western Avenue Medical
Centre, with APMS contract for
Westminster Surgery
CIC

Dr Laura
Millard

Commissioning Lead
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, City Walls Medical Centre

•
•
•

GP Partner GP Lead for Obesity (CWP)
Bariatric Assessment Service (COCH)
Bariatric Assessment Service (5BP)

January
2014

Dr Martin
Allan

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Northgate Medical Centre

•

None

January
2014

Dr Michael
Lowrie

Elms Medical Centre Rep
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, The Elms Medical Centre

•

Partner Nurse CWP Drug and Alcohol
Team

January
2014

Dr Robin
Davies

GP Partnership
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Northgate Village Surgery

•

Our Practice is a member of the CIC

January
2014

Dr Rowan
Brookes

GP Principal
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Upton Village Surgery

•

None

January
2014

Dr Robert
Stewart

Locality Practice
Representative
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Park Medical Centre

•

Local GP Partner

January
2014

Dr Steve
Kaye

Representative for Boughton
Health Centre
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Boughton Health Centre

•

LMC Cheshire Vice Chairman Chester –
Chairman & Rural

January
2014

Dr Carole
Holme

Dr Chris
Fryar
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January
2014

• None

Dr Suzanne
MacDonald

Practice Rep at Network
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Lache Health Centre

Dr Tim
Saunders

Clinical Mental Health Lead
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Heath Lane Medical
Centre

•
•

Practice Representative at
Network Meetings
GP Principal with a PMS
Contract
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Hoole Road Surgery

•

Dr Tony
Bland
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•

•

January
2014

GP Partner Heath Lane Medical Centre
Chair and Director Partners 4 Health ltd
(unplanned care provider)
Wife: Dr Carole Holme. GP Handbridge
medical centre

January
2014

Director of Shareholder of Partners 4
Health (holder of an APMS contract
overseen by West Cheshire CCG
GP principal with a PMS contract working
within the footprint of West Cheshire CCG

January
2014

6

Ellesmere Port & Neston
Name

Title

Declaration information:

Date
Declared
January
2014

Dr Fiona
Warren.

GP Practice Commissioning
Lead
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Whitby Group PracticeWarren

•

None

Dr Chris
MacDonald

GP Practice Commissioning
Lead
York Road Group Practice
Ellesmere Port
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, York Road Group Practice

•

None

January
2014

Dr Chris
Steere

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Neston Medical Centre

•

None

January
2014

Dr
Christopher
Ritchieson

Practice Representative
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Great Sutton Medical
Centre (Green/Wearne)

•

Partner in GP Surgery (provider
organisation)
Member of the Cheshire Primary Care
CIC (part of working group)

January
2014

Dr Andy
McAlavey

CCG Medical Director

•

•

•
•

GP Principal, Drs Cox McAlavey, April
Anderton & Cunningham, Great Sutton 2014
Medical Centre, Old Chester Road,
Ellesmere Port, CH66 3PB;
Great Sutton Medical Centre is a member
of Cheshire Primary Care CIC;
Area 36 Round Table (Cheshire, Wirral,
North Wales).

Dr Geff
Meyer

Member
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Willaston Surgery

•

Dr Jon
Stringer

GP Principal
Network Board Rep for
Practice
Dr Stringer & Partners Whitby
Group Practice
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP,
Whitby Group Practice
(Stringer)

• None

January
2014

Dr Mark
Adams

EP Westminster
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Westminster Surgery

•

January
2014
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January
2014

Provider of Primary Care Medical
Resources

Mod Army Work
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Dr Marc
England

VICE Chair Ellesmere Port
Network
Practice Lead Whitby Group
Practice
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Whitby Group PracticeEngland

•

Primary Care Provider Out of Hours GP

January
2014

Dr Nigel
Wood

Practice Representative
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Great Sutton Medical
Centre (Red/Wood)

•
•

Partner of GP Practice
Provider of Minor surgery

January
2014

Dr Simon
Powell

Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Hope Farm Medical
Centre

•

GP Provider member of joint healthcare
Community Pharmacy at HFMC

January
2014

Dr Sally
Shaw

Clinical Lead End of Life Care
GP Partner
Clinical Commissioning Lead
GP, Old Hall Surgery

•

Husband Mark Jones runs website
business – writes websites for several
local practices
Provider of primary care

January
2014

Ellesmere Port & Neston
Network Chair & Governing
Body Member

• General Practitioner Neston Surgery
(provider of primary care) and chair of the
Ellesmere Port and Neston Locality.

January
2014

Dr Jeremy
Perkins
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Appendix 3
Governing Body Members

Dr Huw Charles-Jones - Chair
Dr Huw Charles-Jones qualified as a doctor in 1984 having trained
at the Universities of Cambridge and London. He has been a GP
principal at the Lache Health Centre, Chester since 2001 having
previously been a GP principal at Upton Village Surgery, Chester
for 9 years. He has also worked as a GP in New Zealand,
Australia, and several other Chester and rural Cheshire practices.
He had a short spell out of clinical practice as Research Training
Fellow at the University of Manchester while he completed his PhD
(Distributing and Redistributing Work in General Practice. What are
the Consequences for General Practitioners, Nurses and Patients)
in 2004.
In 2006 Huw became a board member of the Practice Based
Commissioning consortium for West Cheshire and in 2007 he
joined the Professional Executive Committee of NHS Western
Cheshire Primary Care. In January 2011 he was elected as chair of West Cheshire Health
Consortium, a first wave "pathfinder" GP commissioning consortium with a population of
around 260,000. Until his election to the chair of West Cheshire Health Consortium he was
the Medical Director of Western Cheshire Out of Hours service and the Named Doctor for
Child Protection for NHS Western Cheshire Primary Care Trust.
Huw believes that the recent NHS reforms, whilst presenting many well publicised
challenges, provide an important opportunity for clinicians from primary and secondary care,
our local authority colleagues and our local population to come together to commission
integrated pathways of care that place patients’ needs at their centre.

Chris Hannah - Vice Chair/Lay Member
Chris has three decades of experience in NHS management,
holding a number of chief executive positions. She was Chief
Executive of Cheshire and Merseyside Strategic Health Authority
from 2002 – 2006. She ran her own consultancy business for
seven years specialising in board development. Currently she is
Chair of Skills for Health, the sector skills council for the UK-wide
health sector and is also Chair of a charity specialising in
providing learning disabilities and mental health services.
Chris is a qualified executive coach and has an MA in
management learning from the University of Lancaster.
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Alison Lee - Chief Executive Officer
Alison started her working life in Marks and Spencer, working in
accounts and then the food division in Baker Street London.
In 1992, after graduating from the University of Kent with a
degree in Industrial Relations and Human Resource
Management she joined the NHS Graduate Management
Training Scheme.
The majority of her NHS experience has been in primary care.
Previously she worked as a neighbourhood commissioning
manager in Liverpool starting with just 7 GP practices, growing
over time to over 20 practices as a Primary Care Trust Director
of Planning and Performance.
Alison has also worked as part of a national “turnaround” team
focusing on improving performance in NHS organisations. She
has worked with GP practices in West Cheshire for over 7 years.

As well as working for the NHS, Alison enjoys a busy family life. She is married to a
photographer and is a mother to two children. She is a charity trustee of two scouting
organisations in Birkenhead and enjoys all the challenges that this work-life balance
brings
Gareth James - Chief Finance Officer
After graduating from the University of Teesside in 1991, Gareth
began his career in the NHS working in the Finance Department of
Chester Health Authority. For more than twenty years he has
worked in various commissioning organisations across Cheshire
surviving many reorganisations.
For 6 years Gareth worked for Western Cheshire Primary Care
Trust as Deputy Director of Finance supporting financial recovery
through the 'turnaround' process. In addition, Gareth combined this
role with that of Director of Finance of Community Care Western
Cheshire and supported the transfer of community services to a
local foundation trust.
Gareth is a father of three and remains a resident of Western
Cheshire living in Upton, Chester. Far from being a typical
accountant, Gareth is a sports enthusiast, recently hanging up his
rugby boots to concentrate on coaching his son's junior rugby
team.
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Dr Andy McAlavey - Medical Director
Andy is married with three children. He qualified in medicine from
Liverpool University in 1992 and became a GP Partner at Great
Sutton Medical Centre in 2000.
He was appointed Prescribing Lead for Ellesmere Port Primary Care
Group in 2002 Andy feels that one of the greatest challenges that
Clinical Commissioning faces is one of clinical leadership. He has
excellent networks with regional and national colleagues and looks
forward to learning lessons from Clinical Commissioning
Group colleagues and having the confidence to make real changes
for our patients in Western Cheshire.
In his spare time Andy is a member of the Chester Round Table and
gets involved with lots of charity fundraising activities.

Dr Claire Westmoreland - GP Network Chair (City)
Claire graduated from Liverpool University Medical School in 1999
and worked in hospital medicine for 4 years, obtaining an
MRCP. In 2003 Claire made the decision to move over to general
practice, starting as a salaried GP for Western Cheshire PCT
before becoming a GP partner in Blacon in 2005. After 9 years
there, Claire was delighted to be given the opportunity to become
a partner at City Walls Medical Centre in Chester and she been
embracing
this
new
challenge
since
April
2014.
She has a special interest in mental health and improving patient
experience and very much enjoys the challenge of clinical
commissioning.
Claire is married with two children and her hobbies include live
music, skiing, Liverpool Football Club and caravanning.
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Dr Jeremy Perkins – GP Network Chair (Ellesmere Port and Neston)
Jeremy was born and brought up in Ellesmere Port, qualified from
Liverpool Medical School in 1994 and has worked as a GP in
Neston for 11 years.
Jeremy enjoys training medical students and assists in registrar
tuition.
Outside work interests tend to be of a sport nature with rowing on
the Dee, badminton and running (completed Snowdonia
marathon October 2009).

Dr Steve Pomfret – GP Network Chair (Rural)
Steve trained at Southampton Medical School, graduating in 1987.
He returned to Cheshire to complete his professional training in
Chester and has been in full-time general practice at the Knoll
Surgery, Frodsham for the last 18 years.
Having accumulated experience in previous systems of Health
Service administration including a position as prescribing lead to
the Rural Primary Care Group, he has recently been elected as a
representative for the rural locality on the governing body
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Mike Zeiderman - Hospital Physician Representative
Mike qualified in Liverpool in physiology in 1975 and in medicine in
1978. He was awarded Fellowship of the Royal College of
Surgeons (FRCS) in 1983 and is a Consultant Surgeon at
Southport and Ormskirk NHS Trust. His main interests are in
minimally invasive gastrointestinal surgery and in endoscopy.
Mike was appointed as Royal College of Surgeons Director of
Professional Affairs (DPA) for the North West in summer 2009. He
sat on the working party which recently produced the Royal College
of Surgeons (RCS) guidelines for ‘Standards in Emergency Care’
and is a member of the RCS Commissioning group. Prior to
appointment as DPA, Mike was Regional Advisor for the Mersey
Deanery and Regional Specialty Advisor for General Surgery.
Mike has extensive experience as a Mersey School of Surgery
Board member, and is Chairman of the General Surgery Education
and Training Committee, as well as being involved in the local quality assurance agenda and
recruitment. Mike has been a member of the Court of Examiners at the RCS since 2001 and
has served on the National Councils of both the Association of Upper GI surgeons and the
Association of Coloproctology.

Sheila Dilks - Clinical Lead – Nursing
Sheila is the Director for Transformation in the Calderdale, Kirklees
and Wakefield District Cluster. She has been in NHS Kirklees for
five years as Director of Patient care and Professions and has led
the redesign and commissioning of services for people with long
term conditions.
Sheila joined Kirklees from the Department of Health, where she
was a professional advisor for the commissioning directorate,
responsible for bringing a clinical perspective to a range of policies
across primary care. She has more than 30 years' NHS experience
and has spent most of her career working in Cheshire where she
was Head of Nursing in Cheshire West PCT. Sheila is a trained
nurse and health visitor and has a wealth of experience in policy
development, nursing service development and redesign,
professional leadership and partnership working.
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David Gilburt - Lay Member (Audit & Finance)
David is a qualified accountant who has worked as an independent
consultant since 1993, more recently specialising in helping NHS
organisations in financial difficulty to turnaround their finances and
develop sustainable financial strategies.
The majority of his work comes from referrals from existing clients,
other projects have covered a diverse range of topics including:
performance reviews on access to elective surgery; business case
preparation; developing and managing financial recovery
programmes; option appraisals for the reconfiguration of services;
Value for money/efficiency studies; Development of value for money
projects for the Audit Commission; Training programmes for
Executive Directors; and Management and Finance staff. He has
also worked as an Interim Finance Director for NHS organisations
ranging across Health Authorities and NHS Trusts across England.

Pam Smith - Lay Member (Patient & Public Involvement)
Pam is an Occupational Therapist by profession. She worked in
Local Government for 32 years in social care, during which time
she managed care homes, inspected and redesigned services and
worked in various management positions. Her last role was
Executive Director in Warrington where she managed adult social
care; environmental health; trading standards; libraries; culture,
sport and leisure services, and neighbourhood development. She
was also a member of the PCT Board and Professional Executive
Committee.
Pam has her own consultancy company advising health, local
government and housing associations; is an AQuA associate; a
non-executive director of a Housing Association and has a history
of undertaking work in order to improve the quality of social care
services. She has worked with the Care Quality Commission as a
professional advisor and worked to produce the Department of Health document “Homes are
for Living In” and the National Dementia strategy.
She has been responsible for working in partnership to deliver large housing with care
services in the North West, and has worked with many health and local authorities to
encourage Dignity in Care.
In her spare time she lives on a farm with her husband in Cheshire, likes travelling, cooking
and gardening.

Rob Nolan - Director of Contracts and Performance
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Rob is currently Director of Contracts and Performance at West
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group, responsible for
overseeing the delivery of clinical and non-clinical contracts and
the lead on all areas of performance.
Rob is a qualified accountant with over 25 years of experience in
senior finance roles.
Previously Rob has worked in Liverpool for both commissioners
and mental health providers, and more recently he has worked for
Wirral CCG.
Rob is a father of two, and lives in Whitby.

Paula Wedd – Director of Quality and Safeguarding
Prior to moving into commissioning, Paula worked for 20 years in
clinical services both as an occupational therapist and as a clinical
manager. She has delivered and managed health care services in
all the local providers across Wirral and Cheshire and social
services.
Paula is responsible for securing continuous quality improvements
in care delivered by providers of community, mental health,
learning disabilities and acute hospital services. The role also
promotes the protection of children and adults at risk from harm.
Alongside this quality role she is also the lead Allied Health
Professional in commissioning and promotes the involvement of
therapy staff in commissioning work streams.
Paula is responsible for commissioning the kind of care we would
want for ourselves and holding providers to account for achieving
that standard.

Helen McCairn - Director of Partnerships
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Helen was appointed as Head of Collaborative Commissioning in
February 2012. Helen is currently responsible for establishing and
implementing collaborative commissioning arrangements between
the group and key partners, including Cheshire West and Chester
Council and other Clinical Commissioning Groups. This includes
securing commissioning resources from the Commissioning
Support Unit, Cheshire West and Chester Council and other
Clinical Commissioning Groups to deliver the group’s joint priorities
and working with key partners to identify future models of joint
commissioning support.
Helen has senior management experience of working with primary
care, secondary care, public health, mental health and
collaborative working with local authorities across Liverpool, Wirral
and Cheshire.
Over the last seven years, Helen has worked closely with Cheshire local authorities, initially
seconded to Cheshire County Council to lead on work to improve the quality of life of older
people in the area and prevent or reduce the time that older people spend in hospital as an
emergency admission. The programme was successful in achieving its target and secured
over £1million performance reward grant for the area.
More recently, since the establishment of Cheshire West and Chester Council, Helen has
worked collaboratively with the local authority and Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
to deliver a joint commissioning work programme.

Laura Marsh - Director of Commissioning
After graduating from the University of Nottingham in 2000 with a
first class honours degree in Neuroscience, Laura began her
career in the NHS within primary care at North Cheshire Health
Authority. Since then, Laura has had a number of senior
management roles working across primary, secondary and tertiary
care, most recently as Head of Collaborative Commissioning for
Western Cheshire PCT.
In her current role as Director of Commissioning, Laura has
responsibility for the on-going development and review of the
Clinical Commissioning Group strategy and the delivery of these
strategic intentions through the annual Commissioning Delivery
Plan and its constituent programmes. To achieve this aim Laura
works closely with all key stakeholders including the acute Trust,
Cheshire & Wirral Partnership Trust, the Local Authority and GP
practices. Laura is responsible for strategic oversight of the Service Level Agreement with
Cheshire & Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit, to maintain a strong contractual
relationship approach to their support with the delivery of the Clinical Commissioning
Group’s commissioning plan.
Laura has recently completed a Masters in Public Administration with the Open University. In
her spare time, as well as looking after her two young children, Laura enjoys running, Zumba
and going to the theatre.
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